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Music s Booker plan 

targets lost buyers 

The music industry is to mount its own version of the Booker Prize in a bid to reach lapsed record buyers. The Mercury Music Prize, sponsored by the UK's altern- ative telephone network, will highlight 10 quality albums each year from which one will be named the best album of the year. It is open to all, irre- spective of musical genre. The prize, to be launched next week, is a concerted at- tempt, backed by both Bard and BP1, to reach const aged over 25 who want £ 

HMV marketin 

The prize is the brainchild of Virgin International manag- ing director Jon Webster, ' dependent guide to quality has worked on the plan with dustry, but will comprise 

of frustration chairman will be music critic tell the lapsed and academic Professor Simon t a good album Frith. The jury's shortlist is due to be announced in July. This will be followed three weeks later by a budget promotional sampler which will help build interest in the prize — and sales. As with the Booker, the final decision on a winner will not be made until the evening of the presentation dinner. Mercury's sponsorship of the prize is thought to be worth around £150,000 this year. 

is," says Webster. The prize has been timed so it gives the industry a second generic sales boost on top of the Brits. And its timing with an awards dinner in early Sep- tember means it should give the industry a promotional boost during the quiet summer period, says Webster. He emphasises that the jury 1 be independent of the in- 

B 

Powell hires 
Cokell for MCA 
MCA managing director Tony Powell has appointed former RCA head of marketing Joe Cokell as his new general manager/marketing, after a six-month hunt. Cokell takes over this week, just a month after leaving RCA where the appointment of marketing director Hugh Goldsmith effectively made his position redundant. Powell and Cokell are pic- tured outside MCA Records new Piccadilly base, which it is moving into at the begin- ning of June, 

Frenchman gets EMI job 
EMI Records president and ceo Rupert Perry has named Frenchman Jean Francois Cecillon as the new divisional managing director of EMI/EMI USA/SBK, Cecillon, 33, was previously marketing director of EMI Music's international sector division, responsible for South-east Asia and Latin America. He replaces Clive 

Swan who left suddenly at the end of March. Perry says, "We are a global organisation and the nation- ality of executives is becoming far less relevant than their ca- pabilities." After a spell as marketing manager of EMI Pathe Mar- coni in France, Cecillon spent three years as marketing di- rector of Polydor France before 

i EMI Music in Lon- don two-and-a-half years ago. His first priorities are major releases from Iron Maiden and Wilson Phillips. Perry has also promoted Mike Andrews, and Tony Wadsworth, previously gen- eral managers of the EMI and Parlophone/Capitol divisions respectively, to divisional marketing directors. 

BPI courts the indie vote The BPI is consulting indie labels over a proposal it be- lieves could finally resolve the long-running indie chart row. Wednesday's BPI council meeting came up with a plan to introduce a genre-based "al- ternative" albums chart to run alongside the indie distribu- tion singles chart. The future of the indie distribution al- bums chart is unclear. The BPI hopes to put the 

scheme to this Friday's chart supervisory committee meet- ing, but Pinnacle's Steve Ma- son and Beggars Banquet's Martin Mills are currently talking to indie labels includ- ing Mute, Factory and Rhythm King. If they rubber stamp the plan it will go forward as the BPTs official resolution for consideration by the CSC. BPI chairman Maurice 

Oberstein refuses •on the council meeting's dis- cussions, but says: "We hope that the council's proposal will find broad acceptance." In a statement released after the meeting, the council says its "very fruitful" talks on Wednesday brought "signs of a positive conclusion". The meeting also hopes to table a plan for a proposed breakers chart on Friday. 
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KNOCKIN' ON HEAVEN'S DOOR 

LIVE VERSION RECORDED AT WEMBLEY STADIUM 
ON MONDAY 20TH APRIL 1992 

AT THE FREDDIE MERCURY TRIBUTE CONCERT FOR AIDS AWARENESS. 
LP VERSION TAKEN FROM THE LP/MC/CD 'USE YOUR ILLUSION II.' 

ON T, CASSETTE AND 2 TRACK 12" AND CD. 

'OUT NEXT WEEK' 

Freddie Mercury 

ALL ARTISTS' ROYALTIES FROM THE SALE OF THIS SINGLE 
WILL BE DONATED TO THE C.A.F. MERCURY PHOENIX TRUST. 
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NEWS DESK: 071-620 3636 NEWS 

Island rejigs as Howe arrives 
Island head of marketing Paul McGarvey left the company abruptly last week, following a reorganisation of his depart- 

Speculation links his depar- ture to the arrival, one week earlier, of new general man- ager Nick Rowe (right). To complement his own market- 

ing background, Rowe is ex- pected to reorganise McGarvey's department. "I'm disappointed it happen- ed," says McGarvey. "I have enjoyed my 16 months with Is- land." During that period, the pany succeeded in breaking PM Dawn, Ronny Jordan and 

Nine Inch Nails as Top 40 acts, and generated huge media in- terest in its Trabant campaign for U2. McGarvey moved to Island after five years as product manager with RCA, and is opt- imistic of finding another post. Island MD Marc Marot unavailable for 

Allen: lured from Chrysalis 

Munns seals 
pop line-up 
PolyGram International sen- ior vice-president David Munns has completed his re- structuring of the pop division with two final appointments. Munns has lured former Chrysalis International direc- tor Mike Allen as director of international marketing for 

During that period, the com- v imistic of finding another pos pany succeeded in breaking nj ilMF Island MD Marc Marot ws PM Dawn, Ronny Jordan and  di-j  unavailable for comment. 

Mi's Virgin deaf 

gets EC go-ahead 
Richard Branson's sell-out to 73' . /SjffBlk Thorn EMI was given Euro- '91 Richard Branson's sell- Thorn EMI was given Euro- pean Commission clearance last week, but rationalisation of the EMI and Virgin empires ill not begin for at least two lonths. Thorn's acquisition finally goes through on June 1, after it completes the second part of its rights issue to raise the rest of the £560m purchase price. The n o pre- pare Virgin's manufacturing 

Pifield (left) or Rowley and |p in daily contact VII worldwide would a< Fifield have record o 
id B( 

npany market share 
red to EMI on August 1, when gin Music Group MD Ken would not create an anti-com- its deal wjth PolyGram ex- Berry indecent weeks. ^ ^ petitive condition m the mar- 

im YOTk^thTs" weelffor a world- 
are The EC cl 

The EC ruled t 

McDonald takes A&R hot seat and new EMI Rec- In another internal 

McDonald's^bURy to get tcfan in 1984' 
McDonald, 26, has spent three-and-a-half years at Vir- wilfbe'r^ponsibTeTor 

Hiccups follow move to Leamington 

biggest ever move next week have been moved from the old Leftwich admits there have items and delays of up to three when it transfers the last of its Hayes warehouse and the final been problems^ maintaining day® ^^|^r®g0|^.sack Rec 

? the effects of 
Managing director Jim Left- thi^week!" ^ ^ ' run very low, but he wich warns that retailers will The move of back catalogue situation will improi 

COMMENT 

The Mercury Music Prize is one of the most exciting developments in the business for years. With its emphasis on "quality" music, the search for the best album of the year is the perfect counter- balance to the glitz and glamour of the Brits. As a promotional device smack bang in the middle of one of the industry's quietest periods, it has got to be a major boost to trade. There will be endless grumbling about the shortlist and the winner. Everyone will have an opinion (I'm working on my own list already). But that's the beauty of it: by pitching the award as a reward for quality, it will connect with the passion everyone feels for their 
If it succeeds as it should, the industry will owe a big debt of gratitude to Virgin's 

J^JZK^ank 

ongiTe in ^heekfthat'we 



OPINION 

Far from deciding to "secure 500 houses... while leaving all other property open to all comers" (Opinion, last week), PRS will go on doing everything in its power to secure all houses — that is, it will continue to issue licences (over 250,000 of them) and collect fees for the public performance of music, wherever and in whatever form it takes place. The new live music policy deals only with the way that a part of the money is paid out — about £12m out of total fees of about £130m (in 1991). Overall this scheme will be much fairer to a much larger number of composers, including young non-classical writers whose performances in smaller venues have in the past earned them nothing. The whole purpose is to avoid the kind of discrimination according to musical genre about which Mr Steadman is complaining. But he must accept that this means not discriminating in favour of any particular type or style of music, as well as not discriminating against. This system will, for the first time, enable composers of new non-classical music (the great majority of our members and the majority of new applicants for membership every month) to earn royalties from live performances in the early stages of their careers. This new distribution policy recognises that the range of music being performed live has broadened greatly in recent years', while the overall amount of money paid out to classical composers will not decrease, the number of non-classical writers who will benefit — will be enormously increased. In an ideal world PRS would be 100% certain of income from every work performed live anywhere. To achieve that ideal would be prohibitively expensive and PRS must do the best it can while keeping administration costs as low as possible. Johnson Dyer is managing director of Peters Edition Ltd and a director of PRS. 

NEWS 

Classic FM hits ABC1 target 
Test broadcasts by Classic FM won an enthusiastic response, according to Ralph Bernard, chief executive of GWR and leader of the interim manage- ment committee of the new Phil Somi •rich. "Several thousand" people phoned in response to the three-week test conducted in half a dozen regions in March. 

Bernard claims the trial, which tried various presenta- tion formats, hit squarely its target audience of ABC1 lis- teners aged 25 to 55. And he does not rule out further tests before the station goes fully on air later this year. The launch date still de- pends on how quickly the 22 transmitters are built, but he says the Midlands and South- 

east are priority areas and in- sists the station could be in ac- tion before the autumn. The trials showed "opera is just as popular as more famil- iar classical music", although in peak times demand was for shorter works, and programm- ing will include news bulletins. Classic FM will have a 25% ceiling on speech but a pro- gramme reviewing new classi- 

1 releases will be included. "Classic FM is good news for the record industry because nowhere else can they get high-level exposure of their classical product," Bernard says. John Spearman, formerly head of advertising agency Collett Dickinson and Pearce, has been appointed chief 

King blasts Mellor 

for pop radio snub 
Jonathan King lambasted the appointment of David Mellor as Minister for National Heri- tage and criticised his neglect of 
week's Sony Radio Awards. King made his comments before announcing Radio One's Simon Mayo as winner of the Smash Hits best nation- al DJ category. "David Mellor does not like our national treasure of mu- sic," said King. "He is the man responsible for making sure the first national radio licence went to a classical station." Mellor oversaw the passage of the Broadcasting Bill in the last government, prohibiting the national FM commercial station from running a pop for- mat. King's controversial com- ments provoked boos from some quarters of the tradition- ally conservative BBC-domi- nated audience. Meanwhile, Radio One also won the award for best special- ist music programme for Mark Radcliffe's Out On Blue Six. The BBC won 24 out of the 29 programming categories. 

BBC DOMINATES 
SONY AWARDS 

Station 
BBC Radio Four BBC Radio Three BBC Regions BBC Local Radio BBC Radio One BBC Radio Five BBC World Service Capital FM + Gold Clyde 1 + 2 Aire FM Wear FM  King: booed 

Danny Baker, holidaying in Florida, accepted his per- sonality of the year award via satellite link from Jonathan Ross. And best new broad- caster was awarded to ex-Com- munards members Richard Coles for his work on Radio Five. Commercial radio took five awards, including Capital FM's Pat Sharp for best local DJ and Aire FM's Mark Page for best music-based breakfast 

Sir James Savile accepted a gold award for services to the radio industry. And Sir Rich- ard Attenborough, soon to re- tire as chairman of Capital Radio after 19 years, received a special Radio Academy 
David Mellor is a keynote speaker at this year's Radio Festival in Birmingham on July 14-15, BBC director gen- eral Sir Michael Checkland will be speaking about the fu- ture of the Corporation. 

APRS 92 plans 
Beatles tribute 
The APRS exhibition will this year include a special display celebrating the 25th anniver- sary of the Beatles' Sergeant Pepper album. APRS 92, held at London Olympia between June 3-5, will feature a full-size recon- struction of the Abbey Road studio where the groundbreaking album was re- corded, using replicas of the original audio equipment. George Martin, the record's producer, will visit the exhibi- tion, which will also display Beatles memorabilia. Around 160 exhibitors are booked for the event. 

Label's LP first 
Polydor is to release what it claims is the first pan-Euro- pean hits compilation album in conjunction with T-shirt manufacturer Fruit Of The 

Power Cuts — Rock's Great- est Hits is launched in 12 countries at full price on May 25 and compiles hit singles by artists such as Dire Straits, Tears For Fears, Robert Palmer and 1NXS. A £5m European press, TV, radio and poster campaign will be accompanied by in-store promotion with music retail- ers and clothing shops. A special offer on Fruit Of The Loom products accompanies 

r 

Polydor collars pan Euro deal 
the release. The US clothing company relaunched in Eur- ope this spring with a £3m sponsorship deal for MTV Greatest Hits show. 

Suede heads 
Nude launch Former RCA A&R manager Saul Galpern is launching his Nude label next week with the release of a debut single by hotly-tipped four-piece Suede. The label, distributed by RTM/Pinnacle, will focus on live bands and aims to operate in a style such as that develop- ed by Mute and Creation, says Galpern. "I want to build an identity," says Galpern, "and a tradition which people can look back on and respect." RTM will provide marketing and sales backing with Best In Press handling publicity and Gary Blackburn the TV and radio plugging. The Suede single The Drowners is released on May 11. 
Phonogram 
rush releases 
Metallica CD Metallica's performance at the Freddie Mercury Tribute con- cert has been rush-released by Phonogram/Vertigo as a three- track CD single. Band member Lars Ulrich claims this is "the fastest turn- around of a live performance 

The studio-recorded version of Nothing Else Matters last week entered the singles chart in its first week of release. The new live version was recorded at Wembley by the Manor Mo- bile on Easter Monday, mixed overnight and mastered on Tuesday before being shipped to PDO in Blackburn for the initial 10,000 pressing. Inlay cards and label film had already been prepared, en- abling finished copies to be re turned to London by Friday, ready for retail sale last week Geffen is also to release a re- cording from the Tribute con cert on May 11, featurin Guns N' Roses' performance Knockin' On Heaven's Door Proceeds from both relea?- will be donated to the Merc Phoenix Trust, administe. by Queen Productions. 
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"K NEWS 
Klvals close gap 
as giants hold 
classecaS lead 
The big two classical compan- ies PolyGram and EMI retain- ed their dominance of the full- price market in the first quar- ter of 1992, despite continuing to lose ground to their com- petitors, according to C1N fig- ures. The companies retain al- most 75% of the full price mar- ket compared with 87% a year ago, with PolyGram slipping to 49.3% — one-fifth down on a year ago — despite the suc- cess of Decea's Essential Opera and Pavarotti In Hyde Park. EMI, meanwhile, has closed 

''■".Si",™"'" n,™ if»' 

(QW debut echoes 

biith of television 
Philips put its CD Interactive technology on sale for the first time in the UK last week, likening the launch to the birth of television. And as the Dutch electronics giant demonstrated the latest video capabilities of the sys- tem at its third Interactive Media Conference in West- minster, Chrysalis founder Chris Wright warned the mu- 

plain thetechnology's applica- £20 - out of S 

ing director for Philips Inter- active Media Systems, says; "If you compare this launch to the launch of CD, that was a very simple concept to explain. There is no simple parallel to CD-I. In marketing terms it is like the birth of television." Philips demonstrated the latest advance in its CD-I tech- nology which now alIowsJI§ piimiiES_Qf VHS-quality 

plain the technology's applica- £20 - out of 32 discs. using a special adaptor. 
£599 fth dif81 fmS mOS to MTdtaiCh7- ttitleSfare Cb™ wr>ght, whose Chry- 

rrdware and software for the from 500 outlets. Discus- CD-I. "Nobody is going to buy itial launch period, expected sions are continuing with at their first CD-I player to play last around 12 months. least two multiple record music, but it will ultimately be 

Beeb top brass to debate Rl's future 

frallT^Co^raK 

of pop and rock. 

documentary programmes, mercial competitors. culaled' on the basis of cost per 37.9%, while Radio One has while maintaining the exist- Figures in the report dem- hour listened per head, Radio fallen by 1.4% to 21.3%. 

NEWSFILE 
Lawyer John Wohlgemuth is joining BMG Music Publishing as general manager and director, taking over many of the responsibilities held by Diana Graham, before she left to become managing director of Arista last year. 
Ad agency BMP DDB Needham has won a Media Week award for the best solus use of radio for its campaign for WEA's Prince album Diamonds And Pearls. 
Music Box, producer of the Raw Power and Vivid television programmes, has been acquired by Lifetime Production International. 
MCP is promoting the English dates for U2's Zoo TV world tour at London's Earls Court 

Wasted Talent is the booking 

Judy Totton Publicity's fu number is 071-371 8158/9. 

Stone's movie The Doors with a £100,000 campaign and expects it to top the charts. 

EVERYTHING] BOMB EVERYTHIWG 

FLUID 

THE ALL POWERFUL FLUID 
=> <CD) (T) DVN 1 O 

THE STUNNING NEW ALBO^i 
OUT NOW 

KKKKK - MORAY - KERRANG 
5 OUT OF S - ANTHONY NOGUERA - METAL HAMMER 

ORDER FROM PINNACLE RECORDS 0689 - 873144 

MARKETED AND DISTRIBUTED BY 
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LETTERS 

Bootleggers are the real 

bu|iiiir of dance indies 
I read with interest Andy Heath's letter on sampling (ftfW, May 2) and his view that the issue has become a source of confusion. He then goes on 

As one of the leading record companies in the techno field and the only national DJ on TV playing it, firstly let me as- sure you that all samplers Wa,e,.ma, know what they are doing. They also know, more to the point, that it is illegal. It in- fringes someone else's copy- right. Usually there is an easy and simple way of getting clearance from most compan- ies now and most of them will sample very quickly. 

hit records currently garage style not available to the majority of lief, the public either on import, de- letion or white label, 1 can guarantee will be bootlegged within three weeks, usually on compilation EP, four-track 12- 

once again i( 

■v records ble practi 

now that do not get sample clearance, so where the con- fusion lies, 1 personally do not know. The problem in the dance area which is becoming more and more rife is bootleg- completely unaccepta- 

lost of the industry has 
_o independents bear the brunt of the problem. I hope Andy in his letter does not suggest copy- right piracy and copyright theft are to be condoned, be- cause if he does there is no fu- ture for the industry. Already in the dance market we have all become very bored with certain samples and the swing back to singles 

Sampling is not an art form, sampling is a way of entertain- ing people, a way of using new technology at its best. It intro- duces young people to music, but like the ABC it is only a first step because sampling is like making chicken soup without the chicken. I applaud people who are clever with technology, but I deplore anybody who doesn't encourage people to want n out of life. Pete Waterman Chairman PWL International 4/7 The Vineyard Sanctuary Street London SE1 

ilY contracts unworkable 

m 
Vox: cover offer 
Vox cuts it 
with coupons 
Given the fact that sales of Vox like those of Music Week are going up, you will appreci- ate that getting circulation figures wrong is bad news! Your feature on the success of the Vox/Our Price money — off coupons promotion in Jan- uary (MW, May 2) quotes Phil Webb of Our Price saying that it achieved "around 3,000 to 5,000 responses on a circula- tion of about 80,000." In fact Vox's circulation — and the redemption rate — is much higher. The sales figure for that month was in excess of 105,000 copies and Our Price redeemed 8,930 coupons, a remarkable response rate. It was so successful that we are doing an even bigger scheme with HMV, cover- mounting coupons worth £10 on 140,000 copies of our cur- rent (June) issue, and we con- fidently expect a sell-out. Alan Lewis Publisher, Vox Stamford Street London SE1 

Tony Morris proposes to pro- duce standardised contracts for independent record com- panies (MW. April 18). But while I applaud any step talien to simplify an increas- ingly complicated business, I can't see this one working. The difficulty that I per- ceive, ignoring any comments on his drafting, is that the 

Yes. the industry is facing a skills famine (Music Week, last week). But in a business where flair, musical awareness and intuition outweighs all other considerations, this is not a surprising situation. There's no shortage of executives with business skills but there is a serious shortage of those with a sufficiently wide knowledge of music. One wouldn't expect, for example, a person suffering from colour blindness to run a fine art gallery, yet there seems a shortage of "good 

indie will be confronted by art- ists' lawyers who will act in the same way as they would with a contract from a major company. Accordingly, while I com- pletely agree with Tony Mor- ris's wish that the industry produce a standard contract, I do not believe his initiative will achieve that objective. 

ears" in our industry, or at least good ears being combined with marketing know-how. The musically articulate, such as classical people were, until recently, regarded as the poor relations. 

Would it not be better for all the record companies and all the artists' lawyers to sit down and produce a document which is balanced and deals with the legitimate concerns of the rec- ord company and the artist? Paul Woolf, Woolf Seddon Solicitors 6 Portman Square London W1H 

The simple truth is that for over 300 years the finest composers had first choice of arranging the 12 notes that form the Western scale into bloody good melodies. And good tunes are what 

Samplers go 
straight 
Andy Heath's letter about sampling (MW, May 2) is time- ly. There are still parts of the music publishing industry which see sampling as largely akin to piracy: an activity to be stamped out. But it is not. Sampling has long been going on in dance music. At first, the samplers would try to get away with it but, have since started sorting out mat- ters before release. Of course, a lot of material is still sampled for which no clearances are obtained, but most of this is happening at the specialist end of the mar- ket. And it is the dance specialists who are both sam- pling and being sampled. It is swings and roundabouts. Sampling, as Andy Heath suggests, is a part of the mod- ern music business. When he talks about "ancient instincts and knee-jerk responses" from the British music industry, he is talking very truly. If someone samples a record- ing and the recording becomes a hit, then it is just a question of a deal having to be done with the owner of the original rights. We did just such a deal with Andy Heath in respect of On A Ragga Tip. Working mainly in the inde- pendent music field, we have been involved in dozens of sample clearances, on both sides, in the last few years. All are sorted eventually and there is rarely the need to take things to law or to become pompous or prohibitive. Sampling is not piracy. In many ways, it shows respect for the music it is borrowing from. It is, often, a modern ver- sion of doing a "cover". And, ultimately, for the people I work for, it has proved nicely rewarding over the years! Caroline Robertson Westbury Music Ltd Suite B, 2 Tunstall Road London SW9 

ears 
sell, whether written by Mozart or Elton John, which is why the classics are selling so well today. Skills can be taught. But the industry must recognise the fact that good music as far as the public is concerned is what they like, not what wc consider to be fashionable o; for the elite minority. 
Denis Knowles marketing consultant Opportunities Worldwide 15 Barham Road Teston Kent ME18 

Campus piugger targets titles 
iswer to criticism of col- promotion companies from Matt Williams, NUS ents of (MW, May 2) we feel we need to put our case. He argues that we under- stimated the number of stu- dent publications by targeting 

only 30 of them. We do, however, contact all college publications in the UK at the beginning of each term. Our aim is to obtain as full a coverage as possible for any new releases we are promot- ing. We do however have an 

obligation to the labels * work for not to send promos to people who will not use them and who may even have been potential buyers. John Blackhurst Active Promotions London SE4 

Bolster skills with 'good 

Labels face skills famine 
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It tball crazy 

Now Leeds and 
Rangers have 
clinched the 
Championships, 
Cup fever is 
sweeping through 
the music industry. 
From Elton John 
investing his 
millions in Watford 
FC to the industry's 
own Highbury 
Corner, dedicated 
soccer supporters 
have long been 
inextricably linked 
with music. A1 
Senter examines 
the industry's 
affection for a game 
of two halves 

This Saturday, as Wembley's twin towers host a mixed choir of Scousers and Wearsiders and as Glasgow Rangers' hordes of supporters add their voices to the Hampden Roar, many of the music industry's leading figures will be glued to the action, reflecting the steadfast bonds which keep music and football tethered together. Music may have won out over football in the career penalty shoot-out but passions still rage, and should the results go against their boys, then Saturday nights are dank with unrelieved gloom. "1 suppose that both football and the music business are refuges for people who don't want to grow up," reasons Momentum Music A&R man Dave Wibberley, a Liverpool supporter who is quietly confident that the Kop's lads suit. "Both music and football are about having faith in your own judgement — both involve subjective opinions about bands and football teams. There is the same team spirit and sense of belonging." Polydor senior A&R manager John Lloyd, a fellow-Liverpudlian whose five-year-old son Luke already believes himself to be the Dean Saunders of the kindergarten, points to the weight of tradition to which every Scouse child is exposed. "Football satisfies a primitive, tribal urge and there is a great sense of camaraderie in standing shoulder to shoulder on the Kop. A Liverpool boy either went into football or the music business in order to make something of himself," he says. Lloyd adds that both music and football contain a sense of theatre and another Liverpool supporter, Tony Beard of PR/OD PR and management, draws further parallels. "You could compare A&R men to talent scouts or demos to schoolboy trials. I always feel like Graeme Souness whenever I go backstage to give my 'team talk' during a gig. And I often use the football connection in order to persuade a journalist to do a 

WHO SUP 

Arsenal 

Fulham 

Glasgow Rangers Aston Villa 

Leeds United 
Celtic 

Chelsea 
Liverpool 

Christian — Island recording artist, Debbie Farei 

City 
artist: Rob Grette. 
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ORTS WHO 

Manchester United 

)at - Chrysalis recording artist, Cl 

Newcastle United 

ft 

1 

Nottingham Forest 

Doug D Arc* - managing direcloi. Dcdicated^Roben 

Sheffield Wednesday 

ss officer, Polydor; Gerard Myers 

Tottenham Hotspur 
Andrews - general manager, EMI; Stan Appel - producer, Top Of The Pops; Hassan Chouduri - head of TV promotion, East West, Steven Howard - MD 

West Ham United 

Wycomhe Wanderers 

ig director, Abbey Road Studio 
ch by Martin Aston 

and compares his professional life with his passion for the Roker Park side. "Working for an independent label and following a football team both come very much from the heart. Neither is elitist, both demand a large level of commitment and they can be enjoyed by everyone," he says. North of the border, Glasgow Rangers have already clinched the League and should secure the double after a Cup showdown with Airdrie. Fervent London-based fan Saul Galpern could have a double celebration this weekend, too, as his Nude Records launches its first single. But it is not just the aristocrats of the forthcoming Premier League which inspire devotion in the music business. The minnows — those teams which languish at the foot of the pools coupons unnoticed except when they enjoy a brief share of the limelight during a Cup run — also have their share of supporters. Track Records sales assistant'Sarah Ruane gives her heart to Rotherham United. "I've never known a team as abused and the fans so loyal," she says, while Select journalist Andrew Perry holds a torch for Third Division stragglers Torquay United. But for sheer fanaticism, Circa plugger Jo Hall would be hard to match. She is a tireless pilgrim in the footsteps of her beloved Wycombe Wanderers currently perched near the top of the GM Vauxhall Conference League. "I've been to Yeovil, to Runcorn, to Merthyr Tydfil," she says as if she were a traveller on the Silk Road. "The further we go, the better the singing." Hall puts her interest in football down to her tomboy childhood, when as a mere girl with a taste for aggressive tackling, she was often confined to the goal. In the macho bastion of the terraces, she is regarded as just one of the lads, except when they accuse her of making eyes at the Wycombe goalie. "In this industry, you need some kind of release after a week of high pressure smiling at everybody," she says. Also at Circa, product manager Linda Valentine is another football fan whose playing career at junior school was blighted by sexual discrimination. She roots for Manchester United, as does Happy Monday's drummer and former schoolboy player Gary Whelan, born into the faith half a mile from Old Trafford. "I was two when I was taken to see United beat Benfica 4-1 in the European Cup Final at Wembley, although not surprisingly I don't remember anything about it," says Whelan. "My father was so ambitious for me to become a footballer that he didn't speak to me for four years after 1 gave it up through injury for music." The list of industry figures — both artists and executives — who admit 

to football fanaticism could fill the First Division team sheets several times over: the run-down on these pages could never hope to be comprehensive. Some, like Chrysalis chairman Chris Wright (Swindon and QPR) and London head of promotion Billy MacLoud (Chelsea and Glasgow Rangers) even profess to supporting two clubs. And some teams garner a disproportionately large industry following. Since the days Swinging London swung all the way up the Kings Road, Chelsea has always attracted showbiz supporters. And in the middle tier of the East Stand on raatchdays are to be found the music business faithful — Virgin managing director Paul Conroy and WEA head of press Barbara Charone. Charone, an American, dates her infatuation from the night she caught a game on television and became hooked when she took an exploratory stroll to nearby Stamford Bridge. Without hesitation she buys a season ticket and names a chance meeting with Chelsea star Andy Townsend outside a cash-dispenser as the highlight of her Chelsea years. "I could see a million pop stars every day and it wouldn't faze me in the way that meeting Chelsea players in the flesh does," she says. Chelsea's music business support is challenged only by the fans who are pledged to Arsenal, where industry figures make up their own Highbury Corner. Among the best known is Go! Discs' boss Andy Macdonald. "It's a 90 minute opportunity to revert to childhood and pretend that you're a lad again," says Macdonald, whose office, famously, is full of football paraphernalia. Indeed, he is not averse to deal-making during lulls in the game and he was inspired during one match to sponsor the lads of Fulchester United - the footballing heroes of Viz magazine, although there's no sign as yet of Billy The Fish moving to Highbury. As soon as the referee blows the final whistle at Wembley and Hampden on Saturday, the 1991/92 season will all but disappear into the record books. Over the next three months. Stamford Bridge and Highbury, Anfield and Ibrox will stand deserted, dozing in the summer sunshine, while the music business fans visit their neglected nearest and dearest catch up with mowing the lawn, and count the seconds until they can reclaim their favourite spots on the terraces. Cricket may enjoy a temporary vogue. Wimbledon will send them out to the tennis courts for a few weeks. But the European Championships will at least provide some respite for the football-starved faithful for whom, in Bill Shankly's phrase, "Football is —' ir of life and death — it's ; important than that." 
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MARKET PR EVIEW 

Albums 
Van Morrison has had considerable success as an album artist in the past couple of years, with The Best Of... and Hymns To The Silence becoming his first-ever Top 10 entries. So what better time than now for Sony to release the Bang Masters, a 17 track compilation representing his first ever solo recordings, made for the US label Bang (hence the title). Included here are two versions of Brown Eyed Girl, and several more seminal tracks notably T.B. Sheets and Madame George (later to turn up on the celebrated Astral Weeks). Recently a popular vehicle over which to rap, the O'Jays' original For The Love Of Money is one of a dozen tracks on Classic Funk Volume 1, the latest Mastercuts compilation, Funkateers will be 

delighted by this set, which also includes the more rarely heard but legendary Who Is He And What Is He To You by Creative Source, the Ohio Players' Fire and Mandrill's Fencewalk. This album is a worthy representation of the music and its makers, and should further the burgeoning reputation and sales of the Mastercuts series. First heard via Immigrants, Emigrants And Me, Dublin band Power Of Dreams return with 2 Hell With Common se, a rock album with a very wide perspective, making POD a difficult band to pigeonhole. Variety is the key here, and in-store play should reap dividends, as their potential appeal is considerable and broad. Pulse 8's status as one of the hottest dance labels in town is underlined by Volume 2 of Pulsating Rhythms, a comprehensive collection of its recent releases, including Rozalla's Are You Ready To Fly and the excellent Greed 

SQUEEZE: Greatest Hits (A&M 3971812). Chris Difford and Glen Tilbrook's ability to write perfect pop songs earned Squeeze more than a dozen hits, the majority of which are revisited on this welcome compilation. Extensive TV support should make this a Top 10 certainty. 
Singles 
Chart success is fairly elusive for MOR ballads, with no more than a couple at a time the usual rule. Two new singles that should overturn that unwritten rule are The Very Thought Of You — Natalie Cole's faithful reworking of one of her father's most popular recordings lifted from her Grammy-winning album Unforgettable — and Beauty And The Beast, another Grammy victor (best original song) as 

Michael: Funky 
performed by Celine Dion and Peabo Bryson. Already a Top 10 hit stateside, it's similar in concept and execution to the Linda Ronstadt/James Ingram hit Somewhere Out There, and likely to make a fairly major splash. It's a fact that many PWL acts have been criticised over the years for weak vocals, their success usually reflecting more glory on the unstoppable hit machine's hugely commercial material instead, so the Nancy Davis single is certainly something of a switch. The 

former pizza waitress from Birmingham certainly has an impressive set of pipes, but is let down slightly by one of Stock & Waterman's less commercial offerings. Melodically unmemorable, it should, however, be able to capitalise on the fact that it sounds very like Ride On Time in places — and, of course there is Nancy's fine 

GEORGE MICHAEL; Too Funky (Epic 6580587). This is one of a trio of new tracks George has contributed to the upcoming Red Hot & Dance album, an AIDS fund-raising successor to Red Hot & Blue. Released 10 years to the week after George made his recording debut with the instantly successful Wham Rap, it's a muscular, mid-tempo urban dance contender bass-based with some nice piano fills. George groupies, dance fans and casual record buyers alike will warm to it, with obvious chart results. Alan Jones 

Currently notching up hits at an impressive rate, fffrreedom has picked up the reissue of the Eighties house classic Let The Music Use by The Nightwriters. Demand will be boosted by an updated ver- sion by DJ NRG, which is in- cluded alongside the original club and dub mixes as used by SL2 on DJs Take Control. The label is also due to release Masterblaster by Congo (TABX109), an upbeat Italian import from last year, now re- mixed to incorporate even more infectious hooks. There are three other reis- sues of 1991 tracks to watch out for; Find 'Em, Fool 'Em, Forget 'Em by S'Express (Rhythm King EPC058013), now remixed in fine style by The Band Of Gypsies; Is This Love Real by Sure Is Pure (UNION CITY UCRT3), a disco stomper that created plenty of interest as a limited Gem Records pressing; and Ride The Rhythm by Louie Vega and Marc Anthony (East West), the garage fa- vourite which has been re- edited and coupled with a new in-demand track, Masters At Work. As for cover versions, the two worth ordering are Nu Colours' soulful interpreta- tion of Frankie Knuckles' Tears (Wild Card) and The London Community Gosel Choir's updating of The Staple Singers' I'll Take You There, which includes radical dance mixes (Permanent 12PERM2), 

CE CE PENISTON: Keep On Walkin' (A&M PM AMY878). Although not as 

Nu Colours: soulful 
immediately impressive as Fi- nally or Love Thang, this soulful track should still score that all important third hit for Ce Ce. Taken from the LP, it has been remixed by each member of the ID productions team, namely Steve 'Silk' Hur- ley, E-Smoove and Maurice Joshua. AndyBeevers 

After a prolonged lull there's now a batch of high profile new releases. EMI leads out in May with its solid campaign for the con- temporary country compila- tion, New Stars From The Heartland, which should give a shot in the arm to its other country releases including Tanya Tucker's Hits, Suzy Bogguss's Aces and Billy Dean's You Don't Count The Cost. Newcomer Dean will be get- ting leverage in the UK via Cindy Wilson, recently ap- pointed as international devel- opment director to his Nash- ville label, Liberty. Problem is he sounds just like a hundred other male country vocalists and it's going to take live dates to show the UK what he's really capable of. 

Following the release of Garth Brooks' Ropin' The Wind, EMI is trying to keep interest alive until he comes over to the UK next year by releasing singles. The first one — What She's Doing Now — could be appealing to viewers who have glimpsed him for the first time on the CMA Awards Show (screened yesterday on Clannel Four). 
SARAH JORY: New Hor- izons; Ritz Records CD 0067. UK country vocalist and steel guitarist Jory shows here that she can give the best of the contemporary Nashville acts a run for their money. It's refreshing that she avoids a forced American twang in her voice and the handling of tracks like Each Tear Becomes A Rose and You'll Never Get To Heaven show confidence in her own style. Karen Faux 

Punk not only sent tremors through mainstream notions of rock. The waves it set in motion continued to beat against most unlikely shores, such as the almost moribund area of traditionally orientat- ed folk music. The classic example of the creative explosion that follow- ed is The Oyster Band's Wide Blue Yonder (COOKCD 006) which leads off a welcome set of re-releases from Cooking Vinyl. Mixing traditional ma- terial (the marvellous Hal-an- Taw) with songs from the likes of Billy Bragg and Nick Lowe and their own compositions, and binding everything to- gether with an alternately angry and joyful vocal stance 

and above all energetic, dance inflected rhythms, the Oyster Band reinvigorated a dying genre. What marks out The Oyster band from their fellow neo- traddies is their range: the trouble with Boiled In Lead (From The Ladle To The Grave, 015) and God's Little Monkeys (New Maps Of Hell, 022) is that there's little var- iety amidst the energy and anger. Both offer pounding rhythms; for more seductive, sinuous ones turn to Edward The Second & The Red Hot Polkas. Their Two Step To Heaven (019) is a glorious mix of traditional and reggae whipped together with a touch of techno. Despite the album title (Why Should I Stand Up, 028) far more relaxed, ironic (and less compelling) is the Color Blind James Experi- 

VARIOUS: Tombstone After Dark (Demon, FIEND CD 713). Sixteen slabs of new country from the likes of Butch Hancock, Junior Brown and Nanci Griffith. In short songs that mean something from singers with Phil Hardy 

Decca marks the 90th anniversay of the birth of con- tralto Kathleen Ferrier with the issue of a 10-CD mid-price set, also available as separate discs, of her recordings. The issue coincides with the publi- cation of a book, Ferrier — A Career Recorded, by Paul Campion, chronicling her disc achievements. Nimbus celebrates the 70th birthday of broadcaster John 

Amis with the album Amiscellany. Friends such as Steve (My Music) Race, Donald Swann and Jeffrey Tate are among contributors to the light-hearted pot-pourri of Poulenc, Grainger. Elgar and others. Baritone Renato Bruson 
evidenced by his acquittal of the title role in a timely Koch recording, Franchetti's Cristoforo Colombo, an opera ■itten for the 1892 tercenten- _y and sounding like an at- tractive mix of Meyerbeer and Puccini. Bruson also takes title-role honours in Chandos's recording of Mozart's Don Gio- vanni, but casting is uneven and Neeme Jarvi's stolid tempos, attempting to give everything a conversational pace, are likely to prove con- troversial. Chandos is on stronger ground with the start of its cycle of works by William Alwyn, a composer over- shadowed by Britten and Tippett.The Symphony No 4, distinctively original despite echoes of Sibelius and Vaughan Williams, is superb- ly played by the London Symphony Orchestra under Richard Hickox, and the sec- ond disc has Hickox conduct- ing the City of London Sin- fonia and Nicholas Daniel in the idyllic Oboe Concerto plus three concerti grossi. 
WOLF; Songs. Arleen Au- ger (soprano), Irwin Gage (piano) Hyperion. Auger makes the most of the express- ive qualities of her lightish voice in these 23 settings of Goethe and Moricke, all hauntingly beautiful. Phil Sommerich 
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CHART FOCUS 
NK.W.S.'s recording of Please Don't Go soars to the top of the singles chart this week, to give Birmingham-based Network its first ever number one. It's the first number one achieved by a Brummie label since 1985, when UB40 and Chrissie Hynde topped the chart with I Got You Babe, released on UB40's own DEP International imprint, and the first by an act from Nottingham since 1974, when Paper Lace toppecTwith Billy Don't Be A Hero. K.W.S.'s version of Please Don't Go, it should be noted, is based almost entirely on the arrangement of the song by Double You?, which, though a major hit on the continent and in the UK clubs, was released here a week after the K.W.S. version. Despite being overshadowed, the Double You? recording inches up to number 41 this week. Please Don't Go is one of four Seventies' hits currently in the Top 30 in a new version, 

the other being Curiosity's rehash of Johnny Bristol's 1974 hit Hang On In There Baby, Texas's retread of A1 Green's 1971 smash Tired Of Being Alone and Allison Jordan's update ofThe Boy From New York City, a hit for Darts in 1978. Since changing its format, Top OfThe Pops has had mixed success with its "exclusives". But if a record has the potential, TOTP can still make a major difference. Such is the case with En Vogue's My Lovin'. A popular club hit, it nevertheless stalled at number 69 on the chart here 
CHART NEWCOMERS 

n^T] ALLISON JORDAN: The Boy From New York City (Arista). The girl from Svdenham isn't the first to sing the praises of the boy from New York City — the song was a US Top 10 hit for the Ad-Libs in the Sixties and Manhattan Transfer in the Eighties. In the interim, it achieved similar UK success for Darts in 1978. Allison (that IS the correct way to spell her name, not "Alison" as on the record) defeated nine other finalists, from a total of 2,000 entries, to win Esther Rantzen's Search For A Star competition on BBC TV. Unlike many of the entrants, 19-year-old Allison was a complete amateur, though she is now engaged in a hectic schedule of TV dates. 
ra DON-E: Love Makes I The World Go Round (4th + B'way). Twentv-one-vear-old south Lojidmier Don-E wrote and produced this, his debiiU siitgleTBearing some melodic 

similarities to Alison Limerick's recent hit Make It On My Own, Love Makes the World Go Round is a soulful showcase for Don-E, who names his main influences as Aretha Franklin and Marvin Gaye, though his style is closer to Stevie Wonder. 
f^TI LIONEL RICHIE: Do I ■J" I It To Me (Motown). 1991 was an awful year for Motown in Britain with the label registering no Top 40 hits at all, but 1992 is shaping up to be much better. First, Shanice scored a major hit with I Love Your Smile, and 

a few weeks ago, before dropping right out of the Top 200. A Top 10 hit in America, it was aired via a live satellite performance on TOTP on Thursday and responds in dramatic fashion, by re-charting at number 30. The fourth single from Simply Red's septuple platinum album Stars, Thrill Me is struggling a little, only climbing eight notches from its debut position this week, to come to rest at number 33 — but the exposure commanded by the single, plus a renewed TV campaign is enough to push Stars back to the top of the album chart. The album has now topped the chart on five entirely separate occasions in its 31-week chart tenure, during which time it has never dipped out of the Top 10. Its resurgence, and the continuing strength of Annie Lennox's Diva prevent Chris De Burgh's Power OfTen from emulating the number one success of his last album of new material, 1988's Flying Colours. Alan Jones 

now Lionel Richie returns for the first time in half a decade with a track lifted from his upcoming Tiest of album. "Semi-retired" for the past five years, Richie is now ready to fully resume his career as a soloist, in which context he has an enviable record of 14 hits from 14 releases. 
[TjU THE APHEX TWIN, 33 I Digeridoo (R&S). The Anhex T\ ' r-old Richard James, from Truro i Cornwall, currently an electronics student at Kingston College. As befits a budding boffin, James has invented his own synthetic percussion, just one feature of the Aussie-orientated Digeridoo, which consists largely of electronic noises, but incorporates such non-standard "instrur as oil cans. Unlike most of its ilk ("heavy industrial hardcore", it says here), Digeridoo includes no samples of any kind. Alan Jones 

SALES 
Index of unit Last This % diff This week last year sales. 100=weekly week % diff average in 1991 Albums 78 80 +2 +14 Singles 84 86 +2 - 6 Music Video 71 71 — +26 

SINGLES MARKET SHARE BY CHART POSITION 
PP.-. 

TOP 10 ALBUM ARTISTS 

3 (-)ANNIE LENNOX (RCA) 4(4) MADNESS (Virgin) 5(4) BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN (Columbia) 

6(2) SIMPLY RED (East West) 7 (3) TEARS FOR FEARS (Fontana) 8 (—(BEAUTIFUL SOUTH (Go! Discs) 9 (-)QUEEN (Parlophone) 10(8) LISA STANSFIELD (Arista) 
Compiled by ERA from Gallup data. Based on Top 200 album ot 
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in 
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May soth June 6th 
COMPUTER NORTH OF SOFTWARE ENGLAND VIDEO 

June 2oth 
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TOP I 5 SINGLES 
THE 0FFICIAL ilwsicweek CHART 

1 1 Artist (Producer) Publisher La —M "1 2 i » Title Labelr(12"'cDaslren^CD n In) 

D 
XLEASE-DDNT GO/ ^|M||Og>ir m 

J8 ESS 
39 ESS 

UUII IUIVIC 
MISSING YOU NOW Michael Bollon leal Kenny G (Alanasielf) WC/EMI 

TMGCS 1407/rMGCD 1407 0Um 6579914/6579912 
2 7 ON ARAGGATIP XLXLS29/XLT29IW) XLC29/XLS29CD 40 - 3 BE QUICK OR BE DEAD EMI (12)EM(PD) 229(E) -/CDEM229 
3 - DEEPLY DIPPY 0 A 41 « 2 

PLEASE DON'T GO ZYX; Double You? IRobyxProduclions) EMI IYX 67487/ZYX 674812 (RE/PJ •/ZYX 67488 
4 . THE DAYS OF PEARLY SPENCER Some BmareYZ 638/-(W) YZ638C/YZ638CD 42 ESS NOW THAT THE MAGIC HAS GONE CapltoiCLW/. iE, Joe Cocker ILord-Alge) Orange TCC1657/CDCL657 JOY Ten TEN(X! 350/TENC350/TENDG 350 IF) : 
5 3 
6 

Sisters Of Mercy (Eldritch) EMl/BMG NOTHING ELSE MATTERS ■/MR53CO Vertigo METALMIR 44 30 
Soul II Soul (Jazzie B) Jazzic B/Soul II Soul Mad/Virgin PRETEND WE'RE DEAD L7 |Vig/L71 DropTrouAfirqm Slash WSHIX) 34(F) LASCS34/IASCD34 

7 « HANG ON IN THERE BABY RCA PB 45377/PT45378 (BMG) A PK45377/PD 45378 45 15 FEEL House OILovelLivesy) EMI FontanaHOL6(101(1(r)(F) •/HOLCD62 
8 s YOU'RE ALL THAT MATTERS TO ME Arista 115273/-(BMG) 46 EH] CLOSE BUT NO CIGAR Thomas Dolby IDolbyl Lost Toy PcopleAVC Virgin VS1410/-(F) VSC1410/VSC0G1410 f, 
9 a IN THE CLOSET Epic658018H58018M580m530182ISM) 47 .3 i STAY • LondonLON314MLONCS311IL0COP314(F) Shakespears Sister IThomas/MoulderlShakespears Sister) EMI/lsland/BMG 

10 '0 YOU !umbia65^5S
6

6
(
6

S^ 48 32 MAKE IT HAPPEN Colimibia65791l7/5l Manah Carey ICole/Ciivilles/Careyl Sony/Cole Clivillcs /Virgin 
11 3 SAVE THE BEST FOR LAST PolydofP0192/PZ192in POCS192/PZCD192 49 35 AMI THE SAME GIRL Swing Out Sister (O'DuifylWC 
12 33 WORKAHOLIC Wl Continental PWLIT) 228 IE| PWMC 223/PWCD 228 50 3, FINALLY Ce Ce Penislon IDelgado/Jackson) Cop Con A&MAM(Y)858(F1 AMMC858/AMC0858 ® 
13 " SONG FOR LOVE A&MAMIY)698{F| AMMC698/AMCD698 51 35 WHY Annie Lennox (Lipson) La Lennoxa/BMG RCA PB 45317/-(BMG) PK 45317/P0 45318 (s) 
14 FINER FEELINGS Kytie Minogue (SlocklWaterman) All Boys TMCSCDS? 52 Em STORY OF THE BLUES Gary Moore IMoorcTTaylor) 10 Virgin VS 1412/-(F) VSC 1412A/SCDT1412 
15 3 THE ONLY LIVING BOY IN NEW CROSS DuysaiislE) Carter-USM (Carter/Painter) Island USM(X|4/USMMC 4AJSMC0 4 53 Em SENTIMENTAL ^ |em| Ep:c 6580147/6580146 (SM) 6580144/6580142 
16 LOVE IS HOLY Kim Wilde (Nowels) Future Furniture/Shipwreck/Virqir MCA KIMfT) 15/KIMC15IBM61 a I KIMTD15 A 54 E3 LEEDS, LEEDS, LEEDS^ Q Music LUFC2(T)1OT T-^-^rt„v " S 

i 17 s WE HATE IT WHEN OUR FRIENDS BECOME SUCCESSFUL Morrissey(Ronson)CC |I2|HMVPOP16!S/TCPOP16!9/CDPOP1629IEI 55 sm DIGER1DOO R&S/Ouler Rhythm -/RSUK12 IP) Aphex Twins (James) MCA -IRSUK^CD 
18 I® UNEXPLAINED EP EMF Uezzard/Dench) WC Paflophone|12)S6E 2026(E) TCSGE 2026/CDSGE 2026 56 55 , GET A LIFE Juhan Lennon (Ezrin) CharismaA/irgin/Gimme Back My Virgin VS1398/-/VSC 1398(F) VSCOG1398 
19 3S TIRED OF BEING ALONE Texas (Texas/McDonald) WC Mercury TEX8/-IFI TEXMC8/TEXCD8 57 52 2 IT'S JUST A FEELING Terrorize (ImreilPolyGram Hamster (12)STER1 (BMG) •/COSTER 1 
20 33 WEEKENDER Flowered Up ILanger) CC HeaiSSw^6a! 58 - 3 TAKE ME CitybeatCBE763iCBE1268|W) Dream Frequency (Bland) Momentum CBE 768OC8E768C0 
21 is VIVA LAS VEGAS ZZ Top IHam) Elvis Presley/Carljn 59 sm STAY WITH ME John O'Kane IVclesse) Virgin/Rondor 
22 is 1 TO BE WITH YOU MrBiglElsonlEMI Atlantic A 7514(THW) 60 13 i COULD'VE BEEN YOU Cher(Asher)Jobete/EMI/BMG GelfenGFS(TP)19(BMG) GFSC19/GFSTD19 
23 - ONE STEP OUT OF TIME PoIydorPO206/-|F) POCS 206/PZCO 206 6i tm SHE'S GOT THAT VIBE R Kelly And Public Announcement (Kelly) Zomba JWECSECS 
24 ^3 ALWAYS THE LAST TO KNOW A&MAM870MF1 A AMMC870/AMC0870 62 as 2 KEEP GIVING ME LOVE Rhythm King/Epic 6579887/857^6(SIM) sX£8rS^^:; " 
25 33 EVERYWHERE 1 GO/LET'S GET DOWN FieeedomiFl Isolonik (Paul/DJ Hype) CC TABIXII03TABMC lOBffABCD 108 63 « 3 HOUSE OF FUN | ^ Virgin VS(T) 1413 (F) VSC1413/VSCDT1413 
26 iH UNHOLY . 64 Em COOKIN'UP YAH BRAIN F leinforced-/RIVET 1216(SRD| •/RIVET 1216CD 
27 33 SO RIGHT Deconstnj ction/Parlophone(12)R 6309(E) 65 sm LOVE BREAKDOWN Rozalla (3MI) Peer Puise8(12)LOSE25|BMGI CALOSE25/CDLOSE 25 
28 IE3 BOY FROM NEW YORK CITY Alison Jordan (Wright) Leiber-Stoller 66 UliJ BLUE LOVE (CALL MY NAME) ONA featuring Jo Nyc (ONAISlanley) Telslar/CC EMH12)EM 226(E) •/COEM225 
29 35 ULTIMATE TRUNK FUNK (EP) Brand New Heavies (Brand New Heavies) London/CC Acid Jazz/ffrrFIX) 185(F) 67 sm STUPID KID Sullans Of Ping EC (Collier) EMI Divine ATHY02{T)(P) -/ATHY02CD 

iiEMa MY LOVIN' E 
DO YOU WANT IT RIGHT NOW 

ast West America A 8578(T) (W) 
flrr FIX) 184(F) 

68 is TAKE MY ADVICE Kym Sims (Hurley) Sony YOUR SONG/BROKEN ARROW 
AtcoB 85910) (W) B 859108 8591CO Warner Bros WOKMfDIW) 31 33 

32 |Q 
Degrees Of Motion feat Bili (Jones) Virgin LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND Don-E (Don-E) PotyGram 4lhtBVay(12PW2«in 

Da 51 

70 3, LET'S GET ROCKED Biudgeont Def Leppard (Shipley/Def Leppard) Bludgeon Riffola/Zoi 
W0104OW0104C0 1iffolaDEF(XP)7/DEFMC7(F) mba DEFC07  es 

33 n THRILL ME EaslWestYZ671(T)|W) 71 55 ELEVATION GTO(GTO)WC React (12IREACT4 (BMG) ■/CDREACT 4 
34 « REMEDY Black Crowes (DrakouliastBlack Crowes) WC OefAmericanDEFA 16(12) IR DEFMC16/0EFC016 72 is HIGHER GROUND Gun (MacDonald) Rondor A&MAM(Y) 869(F) AMMC869/AMCD869 
35 38 HOLD ON MY HEART^ | ^ Virgin GENS 8/-/GENSC 8(F) 73 35 3 NEVER AGAIN The Mission (Saunders/The Mission) BMG Mercury MYTH 12(12) (F) MYTMC12/MYTC012 PUHINUM Mie sava 
36113 HAZARD ^ Capitol CL 654/-(E) TCCL6b4CDCL654 74 11 5 INJECTED WITH A POISON/FREE YOUR BO Praga Khan featuring Jade 4 U (MNO) Protoons DY Profile-/PROFT 347 (P) PROFCT347/PROFCD347 xEHssh:., 
37 32 5 EVAPOR 8 \,::,',0'aVV 1,'t.'.KC -S ,-i ' Aliern S^PP Arnold (Archer/Peat) Kool Kat/Virgin/Zomba NWKCD 38 75 Em Souled Out (Souled Out) no credit COlUmbia 

As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One rigbu curved 

'just take my heart 
THE NEW SINGLE OUT NEXT WEEK. A7«0/C/CD/CDX 7; CASSETTE & CD FEATURE 'TO BE WITH YOU' LIVE SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION GATE FOLD CD DIGIPAK ALL FORMATS FEATURE _ PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED LIVE TRACKS ® 

DANA LEE NEVER SAY FOREVER 
HER DEBUT SINGLE 

f 
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IMP 50 MPLAY CHABI 
THE OFFICIAL liusicweek CHART 

IT RIGHT NOWDegreei 
fS OF PEARLYSPENCERMarcAjmor 3 i s TO BE WITH YOU Mi 27 a .1 LET S GET ROCKED Oil Leppan 28 u - LOVE MAKES THE WORLD Gt 29E;STAY WITH ME John O'Kane 

j AM I THE SAME GIRL . TWISTERELLA Ride „ MONEY DON'T MATTER 2 

| - TOUCHED BY...0FRA HAZA Sis 

JR LOVE IS LIFTING ME Nom; 
a 19 a a LOVE IS HOLY Km 

i TAKE MY ADVICE Ky, 

© Copyright ERA, Compiled using BBC Romeo and RCS Seleci 
TOP 10 BREAKERS REGIONAL CHOICE AIRPLAY PROFILE 
ill - HE BROKEN HEARTEDPaul Yo 

5 so LOVE BREAKDOWN )Y ON TOP ON THE NEWS 

IE MAGIC HAS GONE THIS WEEK'S CONTRIBUTORS: 
) AINT IT HEAVY 10 7i BEAUTY AND Th 

US TOP 50 SINGLES 

2 « m BOHEMIAM RHAPSODY. Qu 
4 i GS TEARS IN HEAVEN, En A 5 s MY LOVIN' (YOU'RE NEVER...), 

a EVERYTHING ABOUT YOU, Ugl 

i> THOUGHT I'D DIED AND..,, 
u Ei3 LETS GET ROCKED. De 

17 it EVERYTHING CHANGES, Kathy Troccoli 18 m BEAUTY & THE BEAST. Ce 19 ?i WILL YOU MARRY ME?, Pai ?o HUMAN TOUCH/BETTER.... B z; I'M THE ONE YOU NEED, JodyWatley 

A24 3i BABY GOT BACK, S.rM A 25 37 DAMN I WISH I WAS. Sophie B H, 

23 REMEMBER THE TIME, Michael Jackson 

2> TO BE WITH YOU, Mr 24 WE GOT A LOVE THANG, Ce 32 COME AS YOU ARE, Nii A33 4i JUST TAKE MY HEART, Mf Big 
35 » EB I'M TOO SEXY, Right Said Fred Char ism m TENNESSEE, Arrested Development 

39 34 NOTHING ELSE MATTERS, Metall 46 YOU THINK YOU KNOW HER, Cause &EHect SI 36 I LOVE YOUR SMILE. Sh 42 3s THINKIN'BACK, Color Me 43 o ALL 4 LOVE, Co A 44 ■ GB HOLD ON MY HEART, Gc 

A47 E3 LIFT ME UP, Howl A 48 WHY ME BABY?, Kcuh Sweat A49 NOT THE ONLY ONE, Bonnie Rt 

US TOP 50 ALBUMS 
II i EQADRENALlZE.De 26 a DANGEROUS, Mi 27 » THE COMFORT ZONE, Vanessa Williams 3 i TOTALLY KROSSED OUT, Kri: A4 a B3 CLASSIC QUEEN, Queen 5 > BLOOD SUGAR..., Red hm Chili Pepi 6 . WAYNE'S WORLD IQSTI, Van 7 ■ ROP1N' THE WIND, GaHh Brool 

28 a WAKING UPTHE NEIGHBOURS, Bf> 
a TOO LEGIT TO QUIT. Ha I a LEAN INTO IT, Mr 32 a MACK DADDY, S.r Mi 33 a EMOTIONS, Mr 

A10 ■ CHECK YOUR HEAD, TH 34 a BEAUTY & THE BEAST |OSTl,VariQu; 35 a GARTH BROOKS, Garth Brooks 
37 a [a SHEPHERD MOONS, Enya 8 a UNFORGETTABLE, Hal 14 i AS UGLY AS THEY WANT TO BE Ugly KM Joe Slardog 39 a AWOLFINSHEEP'SCLOTHlNG.BIa 40 a HEART IN MOTION, Amy Grant 16 it METALLICA, Metallica a FUNKY DIVAS, Envogi A18 ii GREATEST HITS, 2Z A 43 - HOLDING MY OWN, Ge 

mWE CAN'T DANCE, Ge ir LUCK OF THE DRAW, Bonnia: 45 .i EB NO MORE TEARS, Pay Osbootne 46 w FOREVER MY LADY, Jodeci 47 u OOOOOOOHHH...ON THE TLC,TLC 
25 a PME, LOVE AND TENDERNESS, Mic 49 « PASTTHE POINT OF RESCUE, Ha 



RECORD IDIRROR DEO 

|D ANCE 

HURLEY I 

TO SIGN 

UK DEAL 
Fresh from his Top 10 production successes with Kym Sims and Ce Ce Peniston, prolific remixer-Steve 'Silk' Hprjey is about foclifrch a UK deaTRir his Chicago-based ID Records. The expected agreement with Sony will see all ID product released directly to the UK for the first time, although ID will continue to be independent in the States. 
profitability in the UK and the rest of Europe," explains ID senior vice-president Andre Halmon. "Because 80% of our sales are to the UK we need someone there to monitor the situation. Sony fits the bill." ID is also expanding its remix roster to include Chicago DJ Ralph! Rosario and Detroit techno whizz Juan Atkins. Although Sony refuses to comment officially, it is believed the details of the deal are now being finalised. The company already has close links with Hurley. His UK publishing rights were signed to Sony Music in January and a single, Maurice Joshua's 'I Got A Hold On U", has been licensed for release on Sony/ID ' ' 5r this month. 

II 

DANCE ENERGY" 

IN INDIE SHIFT 
Rap is taking a back seat to indie in the new-look Dance Energy House Party. Despite initial assurances that music policy would be unchanged, the BBC's only dance specialist show will kick off its new series on May 11 with the Soup Dragons as part of an attempt to broaden the programme's appeal. Music producer Tim Burn says: "We felt we were slightly out of step with the current scene. Now we'll be covering dance music in 

Burn points to several rap acts which failed to dent the Top 40 despite exposure in the last Dance Energy series, notably Naughty By Nature. "Our job is to reflect what is 

happening not shape it," he says. "The plain fact is that rap is not selling to a mass market in this country." In the last series the show pulled in no more than 1m viewers, compared to nearly 3m for the Fresh Prince Of BeLAir ' which immediately preceded it. The changes are designed to stop this mass channel switching. "We will still be covering rap," says Burn, "but we'll be much more selective. The most noticeable change will be the inclusion of more guitar bands, although they will have to have 
So visions of Normski giving his "reeeespec" to Carter USM are as yet unfounded. 

> STEVE 'SILK' HURLEY 

COPS SNUB PARTY OUTFIT 
The fledgling Pay Party Promoters Association (3PA) has been greeted with a less than enthusiastic reaction from one of the police units it intends to liaise with. A spokesperson for the West Midlands Pay Party Unit is dismissive of the 3PA's attempts to standardise rave organisation. "We were asked to participate but our unit is an independent intelligence gathering organisation," he says. "It's not our job to get involved." But amid speculation that the West Midlands unit is about to be disbanded, Ray Spence of Raindance says the 3PA is more vital than ever. "It's down to us promoters to clean up our act. There are less and less licences being granted, and there's a 

1 ■ ■ 
cece peniston 
keep on walkin' her next huge hit! 

5©ip 
In original and brand new mixes fAMl from Hurley/E. Smoove/Maurice Ari 515 
AM/AMV/AMCD/AMMC 878 

ture Book WMV 
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H 1 SCa ALWAYS THE LAS' ' 14 » w YOUR SONG Rod St 

17 ,2 t WHY Annie Lennox 

7 TAKE MY ADVICE n COULD'VE BEEN Y 

TOP 10 BIH 

3 a CLOSE BUT NO CIG7 

US TO 

» LIVE AND LEARN. 

9 EVERYTHING ABOl ? MAKE IT HAPPEN 

PRESSURE DROP 

UPSET GERMANS 
Germany is famous for many things, but a love of beefy funk basslines and quirky melodies is not yet one of them. Nevertheless London duo Pressure Drop have scored a German hit with their 'Upset' album, yet to see a UK release. Pressure Drop say their UK company, Big World, hit financial troubles before the album reached the streets, but since being licensed to German indie Boombastic it has sold nearly 30,000 copies. 

"We grew out of the London sound system scene like Soul II Soul and The Young Disciples," says Justin Langland who. with partner Dave Henley, is Pressure Drop. "So it's hard to understand how we have struck a note over in Germany." The sought after 'Upset' — which features such vocalists as Galliano and Joanna Law — now looks like being licensed back to Britain where its knee-slapping appeal will, no doubt, score another point for European unity. 
 ■ The independent rock label responsible for discovering the likes of Metallica and Megadeth is turning its hands to dance orientated noise with two new labels. Music For Nations' Devotion offshoot will concentrate on the darker side of dance with industrial outfits like Pigface and Murder Inc, while Better Days will give DJ Steve Proctor the chance to exercise his A&R talents. First up from the Proctor stable is the smooth retro stomper 'Soul On Ice' from fellow disc spinner Jon DaSilva (see plO) and Proctor promises plenty more "loud, wobbly music" to C( 

An ending worthy of Cilia Black has concluded the saga of DJ Gilles Peterson's missing record box (Beats & Pieces, 25 April). Having been left on a Brixton pavement, the box of priceless jazz gems was found by a passing mini cab driver. A father of two with mounting debts, the man decided to add the records to his collection of goods for a car boot sale. Such rarities as Roy Ayers, El 00 'He's Coming' LP looked destined to be sold for 50p alongside the likes of 'Now That's What I Call Music Vol 7' until the man's friend spotted a poster offering a £500 reward. An ecstatic Peterson was reunited with his discs over the Easter weekend and two little girls were recipients of some large Easter eggs. 

E12HIZI3 Leave the Vaporub at home and grab your Ambre Solaire. Alongside their acclaimed ventures into music making with the Cooltempo offshoot Volante, Charlie Chester and the Flying crew are jetting off again. Rimini '92 is their second annual rs 

the summer of love never quite faded away. Acts include Sly & Lovechild and Jesus Loves You with the likes of Dave Dorrell, Brandon Block and Paul Oakenfold spinning the discs. Prices start at £387 tor the fortnight. 
 23 New York rap doyen Def Jam is opening a West Coast subsidiary to capitalise on the commercial potential of the California scene. New York, despite being the home of hip hop, still lags behind the West Coast in terms of Stateside sales, but the label claims the move is due to the depth of LA talent rather than commercial concerns. First out of the can will be gangster rapper Mel-Low with fellow Los Angeles artistes the Boss and female rapper MC Sugs. Called DJ West Records, the label will be distributed, like Def Jam, through Columbia, although there are no plans as yet to release the product in Britain, 

THE CONFUSION IS ANSWERED..... 

RHYTHM ETERNITY 

"PINK CHAMPAGNE 

RHYTHM ETERNrrV PINK CHAMPAGNE (PINK PROUO) 

Kenny Grojen P 1 

$ OUT 11th MAY 
VIA REVIVER 

PINNACLE 

A18 i! GREATEST HITS, 22 A 43 ■ HOLDING MY OWN, George Siraii 
20 li eg WE CAN'T DANCE, Genesi 21 n LUCK OF THE DRAW, Bonnie I 22 OFF THE DEEP END, 'Wierfl' A1 Jar 23 i. LUCKY TOWN, Bruce Spfingste 
25 n TIME, LOVE AND TENDERNESS, M« 

45 .i E3 NO MORE TEARS, OnyOsboutne 46 w FOREVER MY LA 47 u OOOOOOOHHH. « FOR MY BROKEN HEART, Reba McEnt,re 49 w PAST THE POINT OF RESCUE, Hal K 



Iuft> 

I iSi/AU/LfACC . I ksaiyj Knowledge, Wednesdays 9.30pm-3.30am at 191 Victoria Street, London SW1. 
| 850/5K/platform ir n middle of dancefloor with sculpture by Circus Irritant (ex-Mutoid Waste); all-night licence — all-night parties planned for first Wednesday of every month from June. 

"People feel good about coming here on their own. It's a fantastic crowd — lots of musicians and DJs — and a real underground vibe." - Jane Howard, joint promoter with Colin Dale and Colin Faver. 
| Ultra hard, underground sounds, mainly European and Detroit techno. 

HGI13 Regular DJs - Colin Dale, Colin Faver, Brenda Russell, DJ Impact. Faver selects a bedroom mixer each week who takes the first slot of the evening. Guest DJs include Moby, Richie Fingers and US DJs Lenny Dee and DJ Madness. 
Holy Ghost Incorporated 'Psycho Missus'; TZ4 (untitled); Seven Van Hees 'Endorphin EP'; Public Ambient 'Revival Shadows'; Strongheads 'Frequency Test'. 

HiMEiSSSSSi "The club tends to be on the hard side, hard yet friendly. There are loads of visuals." — Colin Dale. 
"It's pure techno — really good, you don't hear the music in any other club or rave in London." — Amanda Carter, Rising High. 
| Members; E3 before 10.30pm/E4 after. 

'A 

DEO 

HELPLESS — Urbanized B HWILLSETYOUFREE - Peacetime EXPRESS YOURSELF - Franschene & FF 3 PENNIES FROM HEAVEN-Inner City LIFE IS A PROFOUND GAS - The Sandals a ON THE RAGGA TIP - E-Lustrlous VANILLA - Essence DRIVES ME CRAZY - Outrage 3 SHINE ON — Degrees of Motion 3 FLY LIKE AN EAGLE-Neville Brothers (MASTERS AT WORK DUBS) 10 A guide to the most essential new club on IFM's "Essential Selection", with Pete Tong, broadcast every Sunday between 7-8pm. Compiled by "Vibe" returns from; City SoundsAfinyl Zone/Black Market (London), Eastern Bloc/Underground (Manchester), 23rd Precinct (Glasgow), 3 
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HE].| - SONG FOR LOVE E 

23 3, 33 NEVER STOP Bii 
25 3o MAKE IT HAPPEN 

TOP 10 BP 

5 op LOVE BREAKDOWN 

US TO 

.3 UNDER THE BRIDGE, < EVERYTHING ABO' 

■ A13 ii THOUGHT I'D DIE 

16 ii MASTERPIECE, Ai 17 11 EVERYTHING CHANT . „, 

BASEMENT 
1 The Record Basement, 40 Station Hill, Reading, Berkshire (1,300 sq ft). 

j-T-riiMli-IMfciia Techno and rave make up half of sales. Small DJ room. Also sells merchandise, including rave games, and tickets for events around the country. 
| "There's a large black community in ell a lot of soul, reggae, hip hop and swingbeat. We used to run a pirate radio station which made the shop take off, and we used to run raves until the local council cracked down. We've got no competition, people come from a 25-mile radius. We started Basement Records four weeks ago and our tracks are starting to make a noise." — Phil Wells, partner. 

i'iF]^ ^ "They buy well, cover all aspects of dance and they get behind tracks. If you can't get it at Record Basement you just can't get it. They look after us and they look after their customers." — Raz Gole, Great Asset. 
"It's got everything. If a company is only going to send out one track they seem to send it to Phil. Sometimes I used to look for something all over London until the day I went down there — and that was it. I've put a lot of DJs on to it. It's useful having the DJ room as I listen to about 80 records a week, which takes a couple of hours — also other people can't see what you're buying." — Loft Groover. 

1 W®? PENNIES FROMHMVENJnnerCily^ ^ 
i 2 laaa MAKE MY DAY ouint wi W> drivinf ■ 4 (4) RHYTHM DE LONDHES Smells Uko Heaven I 5 (1) IKNOV/YOU LIKE IT React 2 Rhythm 6 (3) GETTIN1 STARTED Pascal's Bongo Massive Vol II 7 IHsffi LIFE IS A PROFOUND GAS Sandals Cool and funky groove with a liltle help from Left 8 (9) TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE Peacetime Inspirational garage with gospel overtones 9 17WH SOMETHING GOOD Utah Saints Banging return from the Saints 10 illlBHI ON THE RAGGA TIP E-Luslrious Ragga rave from this hardcore posse II (12) (I'M UNDER) LOVE STRAIN Clubland 

deConstruction 

15 ffiBB BROTHER UKE SISTER Cookie Crew Disco-fied mixes of the Cookie's forthcoming s 16 MSSB NIGHT COMMUNICATION EIHiEght Communici 
37 (7) DRIVES ME CRAZY Outrage 18 imaw IF YOU BELONGED TO ME Nancy Davies ^ 
'iS ESB FEEL THE FRICTION Luv Culture Simple but effective house groove with vocal s 20 117 laTO MONEY Cameo 

Cool Outs clubline 
0898 334334 

T 

The US Top 5 Smash 

coming soon 
on 

12" (615 2e5) - 7" (115 265) - cd (665 265) 
& cassette single 4321 100794) 

12" & CD also feature the new remixes by Ben Liebrand 

RM DANCE UPDATE 

A44 - ga HOLD ON MY HEART, Ge D 10 HUlitAN TOUCH/BETTERE A45 a COME & TALK TO ME, Jm 
22 is BREAKIN' MY HEART 1...), I A 47 .Eg LIFT ME UP, Ho 
23 u (B1 CAN'T DANCE, Gc 

A 25 31 DAMN I WISH I WASSopliie B Hav/Lns C 
A46 . WHY ME BABY?, Ke A 48 . NOT THE ONLY ONE, Bonne R, 

A16 3i GREATEST HITS, ZZ 
20 ii E3 WE CAN'T DANCE, Genesis 

A43 HOLDING MY OWN, Ge 44 u BODY COUNT, Bo 
21 ii LUCK OF THE DRAW, Bo « E13 NO MORE TEARS, Or, 
22 3. OFF THE DEEP END, Wi 46 « FOREVER MY LADY, Jo. 47 u OOOOOOOHHH. 48 g FOR MY BROKEN HEART, Re I AE3 n C.M.B,, Color Me Badd ! 25 ii TIME, LOVE AND TENDERNESS, Michael Bolton Columbia A50 ■ READ BETWEEN THE LINES, Aaion Tippm RC 
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The debut album from The Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy 
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virav' 

o ra promo 
'Heartache' (Bush Records promo). Featuring sweet vocals over a simple backbeat, this mid- tempo groove is very sparse in its construction, but the song and the vocals from the unknown Alicka carry it through. Almost lovers rock at times, but then the jazz guitar breaks through. For those who approve of warm weather and the street soul of urban London. Lovely IHl 
 | 'Pennies From Heaven' (Ten doublepack promo ). It's good to see Inner City back on a roll with another great single to follow up the recent hit reissue of 'Hallelujah'. Kicking off with repeated cut-up snatches of Paris Grey singing "we need some love" along with 

& import 
a groundshaking bass drum and the coolest of organ lines, Kevin's Tunnel Mix builds into a gorgeous song backed by a simple but effective piano refrain. The first 12-inch features two other mixes from Kevin Saunderson himself while the second features four Tony Humphries remixes. Unmissable. flW.  
■ 'Love Beats' (Liberty Trax).Bassline and hi-hats at around 125bpm, the sparse and mesmerising vocal mix incorporates 'I Feel Love' samples floated over a garage groover. Already creating a stir on clear red vinyl imports from the US. The rainforest sounds of the Tropical mix must be the New York DJs' fave, and 

DEO 

» INNER CITY 

» FRANKIE KNUCKLES 

 'I'll Be There' (SOB promo). A combination of close harmonies and a tough vocal in a sort of mid-tempo garage groove. It surfaced up north before the cockneys were aware of it, even though the production sounds like a London tune. Its feeling comes complete with plenty of strings and sax solos that will keep the dancers happy. Very tough tune  
'Rainfalls' (Virgin America promo). David Morales' Soak And Wet remix builds very gradually from a sultry female monologue set to the sound of rainfall and develops into an uplifting gospel-influenced dub section. It ends up as a full-blown disco number, incorporating 'Where Love Lives' style piano, multi-layered strings, a cool vibes interlude and go go breaks. The 

song itself is very classy but is almost overwhelmed by the epic proportions of the mix. Both commercial versions will include mixes of 'Workout', the recent import floorfiller featured here in Eric Kupper vocal and dub __ 

'Love's Gotta Hold On Me' (UK white label). Before any trainspotter lifts pen to paper, no it's not the disco outfit from the days of flares and afros, it's from London's easL-side, and the brainchild of Kiss FM's Bobby and Steve. An English garage groove with flying congas and lush strings plus a fine vocal from Destr'y, it's a great production, mUsive on the dancefloors and yet is looking for a deal. When this gets picked up, it will be huge af=WBI 
In the deck chairs this week: 'Doctor' Bob Jones, GTO, Andy Beevers. 

Elected Polygram Vid 

TAKE ME BACK TO LOVE AGAIN 
THE CLUB SMASH OUT NOW - 7" • CA55 12"* ■ CD" 

•includes club mixes by ROGER S "5 tracks including previously unavailable mixes 
M DANCE UPDATE 9 
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Having spent the past three years gigging worldwide with N-Joi, Saffron is busy establishing herself as a solo performer with the release of her second single. An understated, uptempo garage number, 'One Love', is pulled along by her sweet, plaintive vocals. Melody lovers should go for The Shades Of Rhythm Mix with its jangly piano 
while the fierce crews may enjoy the rolling bass and rushing 
samples of the Rising High Mix. Originally destined to become a ballerina, Saffron's formative years were spent practising pirouettes rather than microphone techniques. But her overpowering interest in club culture resulted in a career rethink. She's fanatical about putting on a strong show. "I certainly believe in glamour and dressing up. All my clothes are made by myself or my mum, who's created some super crochet numbers," she says. Sandra Dunkley 

When Jon DaSilva decided to name his recording project The Disco Universe Orchestra he was definitely not thinking platform soles and 'Carwash'. An offshoot I of the occasional Disco Universe I club nights the Manchester based bi DJ has hosted since 1988, the one | man orchestra seeks instead to bring "the feverish uptempo disco of Prelude and early Pettibone" up to date. "The basic inspiration is something like 'Love Sensation', stomping disco with all the dynamics," explains DaSilva." 'Soul On Ice', the DUO debut, has ail these specifications, spreading itself across a full 10 minutes and 20 seconds of black vinyl, on Steve Proctor's Better Days label. Recent Happy Mondays collaborator Rowetta lends her larynx to this track, although future plans are for a disco dub album. As disco/garage leaps back into vogue, DaSilva is at pains to stress the non retro nature of his project. As the sleeve of 'Soul On Ice' states, this is "loud & wobbly music for the Nineties." Davydd Chong 

Kiss FM's resident soul specialist Bob Jones knows a good tune when he hears one. Rooting through the racks at Vinyl Zone one day last summer, his lugholes were seduced by a soulful garage track by an act called Watergates. When he approached the decks to find out the name of the tune, he found its creator — Julian Jonah — standing before him. Jonah provided the good doctor with a DAT of the track and 'Never Gonna Give You Up' went on to win many friends through Kiss, Choice and the Weekender stations, The cool, spine-tickling tune with the most melancholic keyboard hook has now made its way on to vinyl. "The name Watergates is really Seventies, and it gives people some idea of what to expect," explains Jonah, once a solo artist with Chrysalis. "Musically, that's my favourite period." His Watergates partner is chanteuse Janet Sewell, whose CV includes session vocals with the likes of Simply Red and Double Trouble. Jonah is now juggling several other projects, including his own solo career. Davydd Chong 

0 o o 

louie vega and marc anthony 
ride on the rhythm'92 
b/w the masters at work (keep it comin' on) 
  ^thenew edit will blow your mind' - mix mag 10 RM DANCE UPDATE 
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Anyone who thinks putting out a dance tune is easy, should check out the tortuous tale behind ■Feel The Rhythm' by Nu Class First out almost a year ago, this dreamy techno debut — now backed by the balearic bleeper 'You Can Do It' — was hammered by a series of misfortunes. By the time Optimism (then home to Bug Kahn And The Plastic Jam) picked it up — and dropped it — two indie distributors had disappeared. Not surprisingly the band decided to go solo instead, now finally releasing it on their own Cupido label. "We thought, 'well we might not get a number one but at least we ain't going under'," jokes Nu Class "father" Andy Swallow. is the vocal nucleus of three sisters: plus Andy's DJ partner Keith in support. It's a combination they've taken on the PA circuit from Tenerife to Braintree and back. "It's not quite commercial and it's not quite hardcore." muses Andy. "When you see the stuff which charts, you start to wonder if you're on the right lines but we believe we are." Martin Pearson 

"We were so honoured when we heard that Frankie Knuckles had been playing it at The Roxy in New York," says Linda of The Affection about their debut single, 'Heaven Found'. "It was the ultimate accolade," she adds, before admitting that the only downside was that they were not there to witness it. The London-based quartet are hoping Knuckles will still be spinning the track when he visits these shores in a few weeks time. Originally surfacing on white label last year, the single kicks off with trancey pan pipes and soft synths before building up to euphoric pounding piano lines and strong uplifting lyrics soulfully delivered by Gillian. The poppy sound, which Linda describes as "happy house", has a definite Italian flavour. This could have something to do with the fact that the group spent 
Milan doing production work for a local label. The single is now out officially on the new Liverpool-based Hullabaloo label run by Kevin Rea, who knows a thing or two about commercial dance records; he was previously an MD at Swanyard, the company that brought you Technotronic. The Liverpool connection has led to a new mix of the song by the innovative Eight production team. Included on the flipside of The Affection's own version, it is a tougher, more radical interpretation with a thumping bassline and heavy guitar riffs. Andy Beevers 
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KEEPING you informed about the most curious projects in the pipeline, the late Benny Hill has had his musical knobs twiddled thanks to a techno remix of the theme song 'Yakety Sax' courtesy of Continuum Records. Whatever next? ... How about a rap version of Alice in Wonderland for starters? The project is still under way in the US with the working title of 'Yo Alice.' Whitney Houston, Janet Jackson and Paula Abdul are now reportedly chasing the lead ... Talking of superstars, the next Jacko single 'Who Is It' has got the remix treatment — complete with a housified version - from Brothers in Rhythm. The first Brits to be so honoured ... Meanwhile, back on planet earth Rhythm King's lawyers are exploring the mysterious case of an imposter. Full Effect is a Bristol club promotions outfit which has "borrowed" the company name of RK's renowned in-house promotions firm ... More mistaken identities; Orbital the ffrr-signed techno band and Orbital the techno label. It seems some shops have been stacking the label's product in the band's slot, and the Hartnoll brothers have been inundated with phone calls about the latest Orbital compilation ... No such confusion about 'Stella', the > PAULA'ALICE' 

undisputed hottest track on Jam & Spoon's EP. which is being rush-released as a single in its own right with three mixes by Moby and should be out now ... Among the week's Pop 40 escapees are Swing Out Sister's revival of 'Am I The Same Girl', never serviced to club jocks in its commercial mix, which has now been promoed in a ponderous 0-92.2bpm reggae-tinged remix by Kiss FM's Bob Jones ... Across the water Rising High tracks will be getting a release via Industrial Strength, a new label started by New York techno DJ/producer Lenny Dee, who has been working in London with Casper Pound ... Worth keeping an ear to the ground to hear the result of the Mass Order bootlegs court case, which was due to be heard late last week ... The jury is also out in the race to make Channel Four's new dance programme. The deadline for production company proposals was on Friday ... On the club front, Zatopeks celebrates its first birthday this week with the London debut of the South Coast rave renegades In-ter-dance and a regular Friday night slot called Sun Lover. An all-night "sea-side vibe" is promised but a bucket and spade is optional . . . AND THE BEAT GOES ON! 
NEW PRODUCT FOR MAY/JUNE 

ON CHAMPION, MADHOUSE RECORDS & 
BAD BOY RECORDS 

RELEASE 
THE TODD TERRY PROJECT DATES 

DOUBLEALBUM CHAMP 1027/CD 1027/CASSETTE 1027 1ST JUNE 1992 
KERRI CHANDLERS MADHOUSE 
COMPILATION "A BASEMENT, A 
RED LIGHT AND A FEELING" KC LP 623/KC CD 623/KC K 623 1ST JUNE 1992 
SUBTERRANIA featuring ANN 
CONSULEO "DO IT FOR LOVE" BAD B T006/BAD B CD 006 J(JNE 1992 
ORANGE LEMON "NEW DREAMS 
OF SANTA ANNA" (1992 MIX) BAD B T 005/BAD B CD 005 25TH MAY 199: 

For £urther Into, please call Suzy on 081-961 7422 
CHAMPION 
w CHAMPION RECORDS LTD 181 HIGH STREET • HARLESDEN • LONDON NW10 4TE ■ TEL 081-961 5202 ■ FAX 081-965 3948 

THE FUTURE SOUND 
OF LONDON 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
"LAST YEAR'S DUB MONSTER IS BACK AND ON COURSE FOR DESTINATION MASSIVE"! (MIX MAG UPDATE) 

NO.l - COOL CUTS 
NO.1 - BUZZ CHART 

TOP 5 - RM CLUB CHART 
OUT MAY 11TH 

12 RM DANCE UPDATE 

18 i< BEAUTY & THE BEAST, Cc-li 9 WILL YOU MARRY ME?, Pa a HUMANTOUCH/BmER ... S a I'M THE ONE YOU NEED, Jooy Wallci 
23 11 E31 CAN'T DANCE, Ge A 24 a BABY GOT BACK, Sir Mix-Mo A25 ii DAMN 1 WISH I WASSophie 6 H 

43 ALL 4 LOVE, Color Mo AM ■ EH HOLD ON MY HEART, Gei A 45 u COME & TALK TO ME, Jodeci 
A 47 G3 LIFT ME UP, How A4B WHY ME BABY?, Kei 

A18 a. GREATEST HITS, ZZ Top 

25 » TIME.LOVEAHDTENDERNESS.Mic 

A43 HOLDING MY OWN, Geon u BODY COUNT, Bodycount 45 ,i EB NO MORE TEARS. CVzyOsboutni 46 ,0 FOREVER MY LADY, Jodeci 47 43 OOOOOOOHHH...ON THE TLC, TLl 
49 43 PAST THE POIWT OF RESCUE, Hal Kei A 50 ■ READ BETWEEN THE LINES, Aa 



TO P 30 VIDEO TOP 15 
THE OFFICIAL liusicweek CHART MUSIC VIDEO 
| | | Catego J/mnning time Cafno! 1 I | Cate^Jry/ruruiing time Ca'fno s 1 | t^,uUniu FoxVideo 16,S3 MISERY ^ h 42 F't81 Independent m 1 2 ZZ TOP: Greatest Hits 759 WMV 
2 , 3 THE RESCUERS DOWN UNDER Wall Disnev Children's/! hr 17 min 0211425 17 JJgJl THE RUNNING MAN Starois^on 2 2 2 OHER: Extravagana - Live BMG Video 
3 4 3 CHERFITNESS: A New Attitude FoxVideo J Special Interest/l hr 28 min 257650 1 g d ROSEMARY CONLEY'S WHOLE BODY PROG^^ BBC 3 j , MADNESS; Divine Madness J Compilation/1hr30min y* 4 ; j THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS Columbia Tristar CVR 22819 1Q rTlQUEEN: Greatest Flix II PMI Music/1 hr 20 min VC4112 4 3 2KYLIIEMINOGUE:Live! MVNggi™ K 3 ,5 ROBIN HOOD-PRINCE OF THIEVES Warner HV ^ Action/2 hr 17 min RES 12220 20 3 HITCHHIKER'S GUILDE TO THE GALAXY 1 BBC Sci-Fi/l hr38 min 8BCV4751 5 „ 26 QUEEN: Greatest Flix II J 26 Compilation/1 hr20min vam g 6 2 ZZ TOP: Greatest Hits WMV 7599382993 21 „ . SUMMERSLAM '90: The Heat Returns Silvervision Sport/3 hr WF083 K ,3 26 QUEEN: Box Of Flix U 13 26 Compilalion/2hr 40min PMI MVB9913243 IW} 2S 2 THEY PLAN FAT BREAKER ;W 25 2 Special lnteresl/1 hr »9 22 20 a ghost cic Drama/2 hrl min VHR2496 7 . -a, SIMPLY RED: Moving Picture Book WMV ' 8 30 CompilationMSmin 9031754343 « 8 3 WRESTLEMANIA VII u Sport/3 hr Silvervision 23 ,8 g RED DWARF 11: Kryten BBC " " 8 Sci-Fi/l hr 30 min SBCV4749 8 10 2, QUEEN: We Will Rock You Music Club 
Q , , BACK TO THE FUTURE III 3 5 Sci-Fi/I hr 53 min CIC 24 22 3 HITCHHIKER'S GUILDE TO THE GALAXY 2 BBC Sci-Fi/l hr38min BBCV4752 9 , , LISA STANSFIELD: Real Life 3 ' Compilation/1 hr BMG Video 791236 

10 s 25 ^Id ^'h 55 Walt Disney 02!1322 zsEaa.,— '"ss Ijjjj 27 ta QUEEN^ At Wembley MVP99 12593 
W 1 2 CHER: Extravaganza BMG Video 791 224 2R 28 8 HED DWARF II: Stasis Leak BBC " " Sci-Fi/l hr 30 min BBCV4750 11 5 .WET WET WET: High On The.,, 88 Compilalion/60min PolyGram Video 
12 i3 g MADNESS: Divine Madness wV« 27 21 28 ch°dMEviLh03N8E Foxvideo 12 26 3 QUEEN: Greatest Flix le- 3 Compilalion/lhr3min PMI MVP 9910112 IT ,2 2KYLIEMIN0GUE:Live! ,J 2 Music/1 hr 30 min li

 28 ug ONLY FOOLS AND HORSES: Homesk^BBC 13 ,2 3 CLIFF RICHARD: Video Collection Music Club/PMI Compilation/1 hr MC2081 
14 n. 3, THE LITTLE MERMAID 10 32 Children's/1 hr 19 min Walt Disney 0209132 29 QJ] THE EVIL DEAD 4 Front 14 6 2 MR BEAN & COMIC RELIEF: Elected Polygram Vid 
15 „ 6 THE SWORD IN THE STONE Walt Disney 30 CARRYON EMANUELLE Cinema Club/Video Co \ 15 [new) PRINCE: Sign 'O' The Times 4 Front 0838863 

New Bands, 
New Sounds, New Business 

The international music business is 
RAPIDLY CHANGING AND THE SAME, TIRED OLD SHIT ISN'T GOING TO FLY ANY 

MORE. 1992 IS THE TIME TO LOOK AHEAD, GET AHEAD AND STAY AHEAD - 
the New Music Seminar offers the opportunity to do all three. 

Plan now and make a difference. 
It's the way you use it that counts. 

MEW MUSIC 

SEMINAR 

JUNE 17 - 21, 1992 

NEW YORK CITY 

632 Broadway, New York, NY 10012 tel:212-473-4343, fax: 212-353-3162 
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TOP 75 ARTIST ALBUMS 
THE OFFICIAL Imsicweek CHART 

i 
26 STARS ★ 7 

|= 

20 GSDSS 46 Da S™„bS™LirE Co,"t™S: 
21 23 ^^VERYbktqfifore :IS wSmZZ 47 3S.26s™™ook*3 
22 48 " '0 SonV0L20 W,9i"TelEtcoSl4 
23 49 «"Sa^E*6 BemmS 
24 '-nevermind. 50 «'»S!nfS

ELY0 

25 -™hits*11 S^SCAUS SSS 

TOP 20 COMPILATIONS 
1 ! A Label/Cassene (Distributor) 10'« « S™0110" * PolyGramg^g^J^^ggj 

11" vRE^AE HITS V0L12 'TCOSEL^ 
1112S3

LSTOFTHECONDOR TSS2™1^ 
2. = 5;°!THEom! Tel^ssSS 13» 2 SHITS 

3 ' ^ V
T
a^

TATI0N Oua'ity Te'evi^on^QTVC 005^ 14'" Jar^H
S
N0STATE 0 C00 jeAJRCDTACR^ 

4 E ^H^TLANDS DSDINWS 15E] 1 

5 5 2 COoUuNTRVMOODS pQ|yGram TV 5152994^(Fj 16 '3 7 raking HEARTS D~MC34(P, 
6 3 ' Various SW^AT dKKW'S 17'6 '0 ™iEur

iMATE HARDC0RE 

7 3 3 v
C
a^

B
s
F0RHER0ES TeiBss 1 8 '3 3 VHEAfNLY HARDC0RE 

8 9 8 ALLWOMAN auaH^Oc„0MTV= 19""^oSufCALMASTERS • TelS,arSTAC2T5SS 9 3 3 ™chaptER x= 20liav
D
a^

DANC1Nc^^LB,BL364Oa(BMG1 

74 

p:ii 

^^EE::=I 

W1" " iS^Sv-f 
ii^zEEEE 

22 TOP ' 

19 



MID-PRICE/BUDGET 
CLASSICAL ALBUMS 

DISTRIBUTION: 
SNDIE SINGLES1 

DISTRIBUTION: INDIE ALBUMS1 

1 rrtw i TEMPTATION Quality Television QTV 005 (PI 2 , , COLD SWEAT OinoOINTV36(P, 
3"™ • VaEA?sTLANDS Dine DINTV37(P} t | Artis't$,<Qrch.Ser Cassette/CD/LP (Distributor) l § ™is.s Khbilor! 4 7 4 Quality Television OTV004 IP) 1 i DISCOVERTHECLASSICSVOL.il CD,B0XDj^mC-BOX^Tw I , , PL|ASE DONT GO Network NWKITH6 IP) 5 tep^Vnv Too Pure PURE 10 (APT, 2 - vlnS,°VER THE CLASSICS VOL. 1 C0:80XD21;MC; 2 t.EVAPORB Network NWKIT) 38 IP) g , , GOING BLANK AGAIN Creation CREEP ,24 IP, 

3 > ^fCALC0LLECT,0NSAMPLCEDRDDDCATVMC:DDCCAT,CS! 3 N™ ' oiubASYouD'ONT G0 ZYX ZYX 67487IZYX 674812) IRDPI 7 fir . gl-EACH Tupelo TUPLP 6IRDP, ^ ( YOUR HUNDRED BEST OPERA TUNES 4 , 5 pWECTEDWITH^A POISON/FREE... pr0,,|e |PROFr347l(PI g . 6 CHORUS Mute STUMM 95 (RTM/P, C .HANDEL MESSIAH 3 " Sarqcnt/RLPO/etc CO:CDCFPD4718/,MCJCCFPD4718IEl 5niw r A DANCEOGRAPHIfesrOutcr Rhythm RSUK14IPI 9 ■ 4 sSntualiMd'^0 McL0DIES Dedicated DEDLP 004 (RTM/P, 6 ' TOW HUNDRED BEST TUNES 1 CD.425M72;MC:42684^ 6 .kffiISTERELlA Creation - (CRE150T) IP) 10 -r - TheEKL^HITE R00M KLF Communications JAfASIP 006 (APT, 7 ALB1N0NI/PACHELBEL7ETC DG / ,0 Karajan/BPO CD:4190462/MC:4190464 (F) 7 >3™™ DOG International GOOD 13(7) (RE/P) METAL CHART g i9 VIVALDI: FOUR SEASONS CD CFP900l/MC TCCFP40016C(FE) 8trtw 1 Ic'IPu®™6 Warp 7WAP 20 (WAP 20HP) 
0 71 MOZARTJHE MARRIAGE OF FJGARO^4724/MC.TCC(:pD4J2ffE

P
} 9 , a TOUR LOVE IS LIFTING ME „UMAIT)48lp, 1 ' A°SIZE Bludgeon R^5109784^(H 

10 » YOUR HUNDRED BEST TUNES II CD;4258482/MC.4258^4C(CFa) 1 0«™ 1 ™S
ERE 15 N0 LAW Xickin - (KICK 10) ISRDI 2 ™STHITS """SSSS 

11 | DISCOVER THE CLASSICS MASTER DISC ^ ^Mc-pc^c^p^ 11 -KeTH0FLIFE Mu,en2)MUT£ 142 (RTMTP) 3 2 NEVERMIND DGCDGCCgW25_(8Mg 
12 y BEETHOVEN; SYMPHONY No. 9 cD-4278022/MC-4278024l(FGl 12 -Sg.iETOS, LEEDS 0 Mosio LDPC 2,T„APT, /j USE YOUR ILLUSION 1 ''v' 
10 DUETS FROM FAMOUS OPERAS CFP U 13 Various CD:CFP449&MC.TCCFP4498(EI 1 Strew 1 ;;JSINE SMILE Creation CRE 127tT) IP) g 14 USE YOUR ILLUSION II GettenGErc^O^BMG) 1^} 7 BEST OF BACH CD COZ 7625322/MC L2 7625234 (E) 14 . nffiC TAKES YOU Moving Shadow - SHADOW 11 (SRD, g - BADMOTORFINGER A&MMS^IF) ig ELGAR; VIOLIN CONCERTO cd-emx^mc-TCEmSTEI 15 A?rlwHARDC0RE Production House IPNT 0351 (Sell) y 4 WAKING UP THE NEIGHBOURS A&M3^1W4(F) 10 n HOIST THE PLANETS ciMPS^O CI'T! - ■ Ps g . GALLUS msSSS 
ig i5 THE COLLECTION-IN CONCERT CCSLp 288/CCSMCeC2t808r (BMG) 

| / Nfw 1 ^osmo g, 0jbs Moving Shadow • (SHADOW 12) (SRD1 
18 ,J2 GROOVY BEAT Guerilla ■ (GRRB 23, (RE/P) 0 3 AFTER HOURS V(rginTCV26M(R 

IQ YOUR HUNDRED BEST TUNES III Decca 13 " Various CD:4258492/MC;4258494(F1 19 " 41MeRTo^RESURRECTI0N SitvertoneORE,T140,P, 10 ' RmM Jam 
20 M BIZETVPUCCIN^A/ERDI;^DUETS QL 87799/GK 87799AKl 20 1S 

WHATTIME
K|!gcoSmurtcahonsKLFUSA4IXIIRrM(APTI 11 EXTREME II-PORNOGRAFFini A&M^iMIF) 

21 n CHOPINFAVOURITES CD 4177982/MC 4177984^) 21 h a RIBE THE BULLET Ton Son Ton WOKIT, 20,8 IP, 12 6 ,T 

22 js DVORAK; SYMPHONY9 CFP4382^CCFP4382C(E) 22-™ , VENICE Hu, HUT1TI14 (RTM/APTI 13 ReLd0H0o!)Chin?eAoReteEXMAGII< ^ TsStS' 
23 M PUCCINI; ARIAS AND DUETS CD.CDZmS2omC U. 76E252M (E) 23 " 3 Th^'&e'edms'' 4A0-IBAD 20031IRTM7PI .a APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION GeffenGEFC24148 (BMG) 
24 RE MOZART: PIANO CONCERTOS 20,21.26^27^^^ 4134274^ 24 '■ ; WECAN RIDE THE BOOGIEIROCK.I En<.ij7EUC8n2EUC8||p, 15 " EALaUCA V5lt= 25 ^ RACHMAN'NOV; PIANO C0^CERYU 25 1G 4 GONNA LET YOU GO Dance Zone IDZ0NE 0011IRTWPI 1g s BLEACH TupelOpTUP^6(R^ 
2g „ PUCaNI: TUIUNDOT (HIGHLIGHTS) CD 4213202/MC 42,32^") 26Mw , jNTRODUCE ME TO LOVE Feet First IFEFT0031 IP) iy ,2 GENERATION TERRORISTS Columbia 4710604 (SM) 
27 RE SACRED ARIAS CD-CFP4532/MC TCCFP4532C(FE,i 27 !' s China WOKIT) 20,6 IP) Ig s BREAK LIKE THE WIND MCA MCAC10514 (BM6) 
20 „ WARSAW CONCERTO^ CD CFP902(VMC TCCFP4493C(E) 28 " " ThfsugarcSbcs Onclinlclndlan72TP7l72TP,2IIP) 10 u THE END COMPLETE RC 9201^92011 
29 Rt Malc!?mL^en^fp0^IGHLIGHTS' CFP40020/TCCFP40020C(FEI) 29-,§iMr^,cnes„a Beder Days - I12BET ,031 IP, 2Q 17 HYSTERIA Bludgeon Riff. HYSMC i (F) OH t BIZET: THE PEARL FISHERS CFP ou RE Pretre/Paris Opera CD:C0CFP0 4721/MC TCCFPD4721 (E) 30 „ Mule - (2,0MUTE ,45, (RTM/P) 01 „ . STRAIGHT TO YOU/JACK... 97 24 BODY COUNT Sire 7599268784 (W) Body Count 7599268782/7599268781 31 ^ ALB1N0NI/C0RELLI/VIVALDI/PACHELBEL ^ DG 
32 RE ^CHMANINOV-PIANO CONCERTO 2, RHAPSOD^ ^^cca 01 74 « fjii cave SThe Bad Seeds Mute|,2,MUTE140IRTM/PI 32«ew i &0glTil|yi

EliY EVIL Ruff Quail IRQ 31 IP) 22 16 WASTED IN AMERICA Co|umb^46W5^(SM) 
33 ^ ORFF^CARMJNABURANA CD4238862/MC4238864^ 33 7, « ^.L

S?ts
0

(f„SSEAMS/EX0D,JS- Product,on House ,PNT036,(Se,., 23 HIGH STAKES AND DANGEROUS MENEssennal E^SMC 18IBMGI 
34 f BESTJ-OVED CLASSICS 1 CD:CDZ7625002/MC:L2 76250041E) 34 " 6 D^syCFha™ER/R00M ELEVEN Oova82TP7l,2l|P, 921 77 BAT OUT OF HELL Cleveland Inl 4082419 (SM, " Meat Loal 20824,3/EPC 82419 
35 M SCHUBERT^TOOUT QUINTET CD-4272152/MC-4272154i(FG) 35»rw , ®HIN(CLUB CANDY ^.^.^nxv,,™, 25 7, GN'RUES GelfenGEFCMrniRMQ 
35 ^ VIVALpi^FOURSEASONS^ EMXZOmCEMxSTE) 36ucwrJW,STED TECHNO EP Earth - (EARTHX 5T, (SRD, 2g » ROLL THE BONES ^56782^3^436 
07 r ORFF; CARM1NABURANA Imp Classics 3/ Rt Hickox/LSO CD:CIMP 855/MC'CIMPC 855 (PK) 37- . gOFO'S THEME loadinoBav7LBAY,1|LBAV11,IGY,Sel(1 27 0 RE

a„KMa
Sms AmSO^AMAMlS 

33 ^ THEWORLD OF KATHLEEN FERRIER CD 38-, RECYCLED (REMIXEPI wa„io,.,WRR,2024,IP, 2g 7t VULGAR DISPWY OF POWER Alco 7567917584 (W, 
39 BE PUCCINI; ARIAS CCFP456yTCCFP4569C|E) 39 „ 4^eACC0MFLI Anxious - (ANXT 36) IP, 20 7' CORNERSTONES 1967-1970 Polydpr 84723,4 IF, 
40 M Various US OPERA CHORUSES CD;4336012/MC:4336014C(R 1 | 1 1 a 30 as SHAKE YOUR MONEYMAKER DelAmerican8425,54IFI 
•©CIN. Compiled by Gallup , © CIN. Compiled by ERA Irom G.llup date trom independent shops. ' ©CIN. Compiled by Gallup 

BREAK SOME CLASSIC RULES 

IMAGINARY SEASONS 

NEW CLASSICS BY GP HALL 
ATTRACTIVE DEALER RATES 

RIVERFLOW PRODUCTIONS LTD, P.O. BOX 11, PRINCES RISBOROUGH, BUCKS HP27 9QH 
TEL: 0844 275548 FAX; 08444 2862 
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NEW RELEASES 

^ :: 
NoS:tC„DCs"ssVoS ™agiNary cd illcd ~ 

II 
SINGLES 
HIGHLIGHTS 
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TOP 60 DANCE SINGLES. 
THE 0FFICIfllBiusicweek CHART 

>D 
«COOKIN' UP YAH BRAIN 1 '..iw. Reinforced RIVET 1216(SRD) 

2« 
3, . ON A RAGGA TIP 2 SL2 

PLEASE DON'T GO Network NWKT461P) 
2 IT'S JUST A FEELING 
2 EVERYWHERE I GO/LET'S GET DOWN 

WE ARE HARDCORE 
QPTTlBl BURNIN' INTO LIFE rid 12GLOBE113IBMG) 

IODSa1 

12CD MAKE THE FLOOR BURN 
13^ 
14' , MAKE YOU WHOLE 
IgrCTNET 

186 

20. 2 PLEASE DON'T GO ZVX ZYX 674812 (ZYX) 
2121 6 THERE IS NO LAW 

23" . MUSIC TAKES YOU oving Shadow SHADOW 11 (SRD) 

| B | Tide ^ (Distrfbutori ||| Tide, (Distributor} 
25" 3 GROOVY BEAT GueriHa QRRR 23 (RE/P, 36 23 3 SJLmREAMSpESH0usePNT036,Self) 
26inaa j(J^De

<i,VE Moving Shadow SHADOW letSRDt 37CBa^,^,FE Columbia 6578366 (SMJ 
27 34 6 AIN'T 2 PROUD 2 BEG ^73008240091 (|mport) 38" 3SEe,oDAY Champion CHAMP 12293 (BMG, 
90 „ ,50 RIGHT ZO 13 3 K-Klass Deconstruction/Parlophone 12R 6309 (EJ 39 33 3AE,^nP6OR8 Network NWKT 38 ,P, 
9Q TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT ME TO DO ZiJ 30 ' TevinCampbell QwestW0102T(WI 40 22 2 NhchadJacison^nd^MvstervGlr, Eplc6560,66,SM, 
Ofl „ , WORKAHOLIC jU 25 2 2 Unlimited PWL Continental PWLT 228 (Wl 4lEaSE|n0

M
No.,o„ Esquire 71771743261 (Import) 

31 22 2 S?eDUCEMETOLOVEFee.fitS.FEPT003(P, 42" 2 Kr^'xross Columbia|USA)4474139(Import) 
32 m ISdSpmen, Cool.empo COOLX 283 ,E, /19 , SO MANY WAYS 43 '9 2 Humanizer Faze 212FAZE 2 (BMG) 
00 „ , MUSIC OF THE FUTURE 33 Lust XS Rhythm 12XSR1 (BMG) An , PRESSURE PART 1 44 20 3 Sounds Of Blackness Perspective PERT 867 (F| 
Oft 17 3 TAKE ME r co/iAn Dream Frequency/Debbie Sharp Citybeat CBE 768 (W) /in pm POWER/KNOWLEDGE EP 4b bUJ Mr Monday Underground Level ULR1 (RIO/F) 
or 1(: , SONIC RUSH JO 16 2 Cosmo & Dibs Moving Shadow SHADOW 12 (SRD) /in „ CLOSE YOUR EYES 40 53 22 Acen Production House PNT 034 (Self! 

TOP 10 ALBUMS 
^ 3 WE CAN RIDE THE BOOGIE •■■E|.c.t12EL|C8(pl 

AO , NO WAY OUT 40 2' 2 Francesco Zappala PWL Continental PWLT 230 (W) 
$ B ji™ AQ PI71 NO NOSE JOB 4b IWJ Digital Underground Big Life BLRT71 (F| 

11 (newI T.E.V.I.N. U 11 Tevin Campbell Warner Bros (USA) 7599262911/- (Importl 
nn w , SOUL ON ICE b U 2 Disco Universe Orchestra Better Days 12BET103 (P) 
ni rm THE LOVE 1 LOST b 1 hlid Groove Sector Hi-Bias H8 016 (Importl 9 , , VOLUME III JUST RIGHT £. ' 3 Soul II Soul Ten DIX100/CDIX100 (F| n9 „ , YOUR LOVE IS LIFTING ME bZ 32 3 Nomad Rumour RUMAT 48 (PI 0 , , KAOS THEORY 2 o J z Various Telstar STAR 2583/STAC 2583 (BMG) no „ , TWISTED TECHNO EP 30 Sub-Love Earth EARTHX 6T (SRD) fl , , FOREVER MY LADY ^ Jodeci MCA MCA 10534/MCAC10534 (BMG) nfl rm GET DOWN EVERYBODY b4 UJ Holy Noise Hithiuse UK HITH 1T (P) C , THE THIRD CHAPTER 02 3 Various XL XLLP109/XLMC109 (W) KRCS DON'T GO 30 LU Awesome 3 Entity NTT 1207 (RIO/F) C , 5 FUNKY DIVAS 0' En Vogue EastWest America75679212l1/7567921214 

Tug SNOGLP1/SNOGMC1 (BMG) 
A&M 3971761/3971764 (F) 

A10571/MCAC10571 (BMG) 

56 « 
570 a 
580^ 

9/1 „ . ULTIMATE TRUNK FUNK - THE EP >. 

CHART BOOK 
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE UK TOP 75 - 1991 | 

Top 75 Singles and Albums for each week of the year. i if Chart profiles for all hit artists and titles. | if Running times for every hit single. if Review of the year and market analysis. And-, catalogue number information; biographies of the year's Top 100 singles artists; best Nam, of year cV»Qrts. how the charts are compiled. # 1 I Address, 
PUBLISHED IN ASSOCIATION WITHjlUSlC WCCk  

Available Direct for ONLY £14.99 (plus £2.75 p&p) from The Chart Book, CPL, 120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP or phone 081 -640 6031 with your credit card details. Please allow 14 days for delivery. 
r 
| UK Orders — Please send me ... copies of The Chart Book at £14.99 (plus £2.75 p&p) - Total £17.74. ^on UK Orders — Please send me ... copies of The Chart Book at $39.99 (plus £10.00 p&p) - Total $49.99. . enclose a cheque/postal order for   payable to | Spotlight Publications. 
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MEDIA 

EXPOSURE SURVEY 
PROMO PLAY 

a (I Want To Be) 1 Elected by Mr Bean & Smear Campaign tops I MWs latest | promo play 
cond month running, long after the battle of the ballot box is over and done. In the four weeks to April 25 the clip accrued 16.19 minutes of airtime on UK terrestrial television. And last week the full seven-minute version entered the music video chart at number six. Second place went to Soul II Soul's video, Joy, which earned 15.12 minutes of airtime. Joy is the first promo for production company Black Triangle and its director, Henry Letts. The two-day shoot involved one day's filming at a country house in Wormley on the outskirts of London. Vocalist Richie Stephens flew in from Jamaica to attend the shoot and extras on set included Jazzie B's mother, wife and baby. 

MONTHLY RUN-DOWN 
1 (I Want To Be) Elected Mr Bean & Smear Campaign (16.19) 2 Joy Soul II Soul (15.12) 3 The Days Of Pearly Spencer Marc Almond (14.15) 4 Let's Let Rocked DefLeppard (13.16) 5 Save The Best For Last Vanessa Williams (12.14) 6 Deeply Dippy RightSaid Fred (12.12) 7 Lift Me Up Howard Jones (11.50) 8 Am I The Same Girl Swing Out Sister (11.28) 9 In The Closet Michael Jackson and Mystery Girl (11.28) 10 Hang On In There Baby Curiosity (11.23) Source: TV Tracking (airtime in minutes) 

Festival on crest 

of a radio wave 
n XFM When indie rock E began planning its current trial broadcast across north London, it went to Brighton's Festival Radio for advice. "In many respects they've led the way," says XFM's co- director Sammy Jacob. "They made me realise that licences were up for grabs." Indeed, Brighton's 28-day dance station is seen by many as the flagship for the Radio Authority's restricted licence scheme. Since the authority was formed last January, it has given out more than 200 low- power permits, seeing them as a chance for prospective sta- tions to test their staff, pro- gramming and finance before for (eight-year) licence. So far, however, none of the 200 stations has been given a permanent licence; Festival, now mid-way through its third temporary broadcast (its first licence was granted by the Home Office), is widely ex- pected to break the duck. It is easy to see why. Re- search conducted by Brighton Polytechnic students following its 1991 broadcast revealed that 50,000 listeners out of a potential 300,000 tuned in: a monthly reach of over 16%. Lo- cally only Radio One attracts more listeners. This support has led The Guardian to sponsor the sta- tion for a second year, while other backers include HMV, BT and independent dance shop Inner Rhythm. Festival's co-director Daniel Nathan also reports that advertising, which comes largely from local firms, has held up well over last year. 

Brighton rocker: Daniel Nathan 
has been the support it has garnered from the record in- dustry. "In general we can get anything we want from the promotions departments," says Nathan. One reason is Festival's im- pressive DJ line-up: this year it boasts Gilles Peterson, Colin Dale, Norman Cook, Carl Cox, Jah Wobble, Adrian Sher- wood, Gary Clail, Captain Sensible and Wilber Wiberforce. Simon Goffe, of dance specialists Tribal Bass and Shut Up And Dance, says the station fills a niche. "As a Brighton resident I find local radio the rest of the year appalling: Southern Sound plays golden oldies and BBC Radio Sussex is aimed at pensioners," says Goffe. "From a promotions point of view it's great having Festival for that month — it's our only access to young people who live in Brighton." And major record companies concur. Paul Kinsey, radio 

heads bid for permanent permit 
"The DJs involved are influ- ential so it must be doing something right," he says. 'The station is a good outlet for specialist music — it's a shame it's only on for a month." Festival is now in the pro- cess of applying for a perma- nent licence, but as yet there is no firm indication of when 
Radio Authority spokes- woman Tracey Mullin says there is a working list of areas where new licences are being advertised, but adds: "Brigh- y be o the li , but 

i the s 
Key to the s( 

we've been looking at rural areas and won't be looking at metropolitan areas until later this year." If Brighton goes on the Radio Authority's list, Festi- val can be sure of strong support. If nothing else, the station has proved the viability of the Radio Authority's restricted li- cence scheme — and, argu- ably, made life easier for new- comers such as XFM. "In the past it was a battle to get a licence," says Nathan. Sarah Davis 

TUESDAY MAY 5 Classic Albums, Martin Fry on ABC's debut ESO album, The Lexicon Of Love, Radio One: 9-10pm 
Videoview, Dave Pearce O reviews a selection of videos featuring The Doors, ITV: 12.30-1.30am 
WEDNESDAY MAY 6 
The Best Of The Word O featuring Extreme and Yothu Yindi, Channel Four: 6.30-7pm 
Hit The North featuring I'"" "i Napalm Death, Radio Five: 10.10-midnight 
Wogan featuring Mari   ""Ison, BB"" .30pra 
Bruce's Guest Night 

Bite The Wax featuring L7, " idio Scotland: .30pm-12.30am 
SATURDAY MAY 9 The ITV Chart Show, [ [i| 12 noon-lpm 
The Eurovision Song O Contest, featuring Michael Ball, BBC1: 8-11pm 
Crossover, Pauline Black rrjjjji presents this six-part L 'T )l lusloryofBritishblack music featuring Desmond Dekker, Radio One: 2-3pm 
SUNDAY MAY 10 Cue The Music, featuring 

I Harvest, ITV: 11.30pm-12.30am (regions vary) 
® m m #the lons 

ifpinftlwn 

Libre 

the long awaited new album 

1 S'oton -Jt#Sers Arms + Support 12 Derby ^Warehouajs^Support 16 Leeds - UmveMt5Vf Support 22 Blackburn - KjafOMfge's Hall 23 Newcastle - Riverside 24 Barrow in Furness - Forum 28^jp®jB*t 31 Sheffield ^ - Palais + sS^TT 

Future releases from 
Rotate Records iclude the stunning debut album froi 
David Darn 

featuring the 12" dance single 
\ Don't Hear A Word' 

Shanli? 
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Delighted to serve as 

auditors and advisers 

over so many years to 

LUX EM 

BOURG 
THE STATION OF THE STARS 

^fflSpeat Marwick 
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LIVE/BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

Alive 

and 

licking 

The Freddie tribute heralded a 
summer of more tours and more 
confidence. Stu Lambert reports 

es 
.-v- 

Ci . ^ 

The British concert promoting industry is preparing for one of its most successful years ever and its suppliers are sharing the good times. "We're overbooked," says Vari-Lite; "sold out and turning work away" echoes sound reinforcement specialist SSE. With tours from Prince, Dire Straits, Bryan Adams, Rush, Guns N' Roses and Simply Red leading the field, the industry is putting the gloom of 1991 well behind it. On the festival front old stalwarts such as Reading, Ca; Donington and the Cambridge Folk Festival will be returning on ' scale. Others promise  rand better. Glastonbury is expanding its acreage to accommodate five music stages, Womad is staging four UK festivals to mark its 10th 

with tv ivities 
capacity shows in Finsbury Park, followed by two more in Glasgow and Newbury. And the good news for suppliers is that scaled up events mean organisers have to invest more in staging and operations. Glastonbury Festival officer Simon Rosse reports that the total cost of staging this year's festival — with its increased 200 acres — will go up to £3m. "We will be paying the police £325,000 to patrol the expanding area while our fencing costs go up to £20,000," says Rosse. "Staging will be handled by Serious Staging and FAG at a total cost of £50,000." Sound and lighting hire companies will be the ones to benefit most from this increased 

activity as they rely heavily on the music industry for their bread and butter. Transport, security and catering operations generally have a broader client case. The bidding for major events is fierce but leading hire companies pin their faith on the promise of quality rather than a shaved-to- the-skull quote. "It's the service we give and the equipment we have that attracts people, rather than putting together economy packages," says Bryan Grant, MD of sound specialist Britannia Row. "We have strong crews. Our core of about 20 staff is supplemented by 40-50 freelance and we are continually updating our 

equipment to stay ahead of the game." Those assorted black boxes above and around the stage may look much the same as always to the punter, but new light and sound technology definitely helps to draw top-class business. Vari- Lite, which lit the recent Wembley Freddie Mercury tribute concert, offers its Automated Lighting System to lure prestigious customers. Made in Dallas, the Vari-Lite 
originally developed for Genesis in 1981. This year its include 

Gelfand, Rennert, Feldman & Brown partner Stephen Braekman says "Box office negotiations can become lively affairs as I found out when my clients arrived two hours late for a 
Germany. The 'discovery' of a penal curfew clause in the hall contract by the promoter 15 
deadline did not 

f '• ;. v "H 
mk* 

04 .V ' 
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On the road again... 

^r\\\ 
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SL 

Just sign here 

The joys of touring! Smoke in your hair, plectrum in your 
teeth, airline food in your stomach. With that to contend 
with who needs the problems of sorting out withholding 
taxes, customs duties etc. in every country? At Touche Ross 
we have a team dedicated to, and highly experienced in, 
sorting out these matters. To find out what we can do to 
help, contact Alan Broach, Charles Bradbrook or 
Mark Robertson on Tel: 071 936 3000. 

DRTlnternational 

Entertainment Group - Touche Ross 
Accountants and Management Consultants 
Hill House, 1 Uttle New Street, London EC4A 3TR. 
Tel; 071 936 3000. Fax: 071 583 8517. 



LIVE/BUSINESS AFFA8RS 
!> Bryan Adams, Guns N' Roses, Rush and Dire Straits, who are all using the company for European tours this summer. Vari-Lite. part of the Samuelson group which is growing: it has just appointed one European distributor, in Stockholm, and is looking for more. 
co-ordinator Gayle de Winter says: "It is necessary to expand to maintain our competitive edge. Things were tight for everyone last year, but this year there are more lours, more confidence in the market — and we're winning more of the quotes." Turbosound is a respected name in sound reinforcement and its flashlight system, offering high quality and long throw from compact setups, is the jewel in Britannia Row's crown, "Everybody wants it," says Grant. "Dire Straits had it — now The Cure and Cliff Richard are using it. We've just used it at the Eurodisney launch for an absolutely huge show on the lake — the bit they showed on TV news was just the kiddy part." Keeping abreast of new technology is, of course, a costly undertaking. Britannia Row has invested around about £700,000 
Flashlight) during the past year. SSE, which leads the field along with Britannia Row, has spent 

Mercury Finale: showing how 
about £3m on new equipment in the past 18 months. How can companies spend that kind of money and keep their prices under control? The answer for SSE has been to rationalise its operation in order to absorb costs. A key strategy has been a £250,000 overhaul of its packaging system. The company manufactures all its packing in- house with an extensive woodwork and metalwork shop employing three full-time staff. This saves spending on outside contractors and also allows the company to improve loading efficiency by making cases to fit the inside of trucks rather than the normal practice of making eases to fit the equipment they 

contain. SSE uses just three standard case sizes. Director John Penn claims that without compromising quality, costs are cut significantly by reducing the labour time needed. He reckons SSE's systems are 20- 30% faster to load and unload and to set up and take down. Quality is paramount: John Mellen, proprietor of Prism Lighting, is trying to maximise his markets by encouraging special midweek packages largely aimed at raves, which are a good part of his business and less likely to be booked far ahead than 
But he says his main aim is to provide as good a lightshow as anyone. He thinks cutting back 

on presentation is a false economy for hire companies and for concert promoters. "Of course, things get cheaper when competition is stiffer but we want to deliver quality; many artists look critically at the concert production — they expect the 
The emphasis on quality, growth and constant updating make it tough for new firms to join the big league. "Startup costs are so high that it is difficult for a new company to break into the market," John Penn observes, though he commends Canegreen, a north London-based company formed in 1983 and currently servicing tours for David Byrne, Stevie Wonder and Van Morrison, as a top-end contender. "The perception of what should be paid is historically derived. Our business is incredibly undervalued," he says. The major outfits, like SSE and Britannia Row which play a part in setting prices, have been around since the mid-Seventies. But with the increasingly healthy economics of the concert sector — cheaper and more portable equipment, more and more international-calibre acts and growth in related areas like raves — the time could be right for a new player to blast old assumptions and fly to the too lgB 

OUT AND ABOUT THIS SUMMER 
EVENT ORGANISER TEL Castle Donington Aimcarve/MCP 0922 20123 ' Monsters of Rock 
Glastonbury Michael Eavis, 074 989 470 . Festival Glastonbury Festivals Ltd in assn with NM 

le 26-28Worthy Farm, Lou Reed, Carter Pilton, Sheplon USM, Sbakespears Mallet Sister, Curve, Lush 
14-Home Farm, Fairport Convention 15,000 Cropredy, with Julianne Regan, Oxfordshire Richard Thompson 

In The Park Mean Fiddler 081 961 5490 June 6 

Fleadh (London) Mean Fiddler 081 961 5490 Ji 

Finsbury Park, Cult, Ned's Atomic 30,000 London Dustbin, Pearl Jam, Mega City 4 
Finsbury Park, Christy Moore, Saw 30,000 London Doctors, Andrew Strong, Rory Gallagher 

Rob Braviner Prism Robert Entertainments Lighting Brown /MSL Associates 
SSE Neg Earth Various 

Neg Earth Various 

Fleadh (Glasgow) Mean Fiddler 081 961 5490 May 24 Glasgow 

Redding Festival Mean Fiddler 081 961 5490 August Newbury 

Van Morrison, ; Christy Moore, Del Amitri, Andrew Strong 

Recent suggestions that big agencies might introduce 
exclusive contracts for new artists are viewed with concern by Simon Long, partner in the Simkins Partnership. "There's a gulf between the live business and the rest of the industry in 
developments," says Long. "The agents apparently 1't aware of the is; it of trade which the Frankie Goes To Hollywood and Stone Roses cases brought up. All contracts are moving towards fairer deals to the artist." Long says he wouldn't have any problem with a 
contract. "You 
exclusive arrangement, but you must be able to get out," he says. "Live 
appear inoffensive, but they are missing vital protections like a'Key man' clause. You can buy confidence in a three-year deal for less than the gross from one pub gig." Long estimates that vetting an agency contract would cost around £100. 

The Abbot Ale Cambridge City 0223 358977 J Cambridge Folk Council I Festival 
WOMAD Holiday WOMAD 0524 582837 T Weekend. Morecambe Bay 
WOMAD Tenth WOMAD 0734 591591 . Anniversary 

tba The Wonderstuff, tfaa Public Enemy, Nirvana, EMF 
Cherry Hinton Nanci Griffith, Buddy 10,000 '■ Hall Guy, Capercaillie, per day The Blues Band 

31 Empire Arena & Rebel MC, Burning 5,000 Seafront, Spear, Sheila Morecambe Chandra, Aster Bay, Lanes Aweke 
19 Rivermead Drummers of Burundi,12,000 Leisure Centre, Salif Keita, Courtney Reading, Berks Pine 

Entec Enlec tba 

Entec & Oasis Entec tba 
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THE SIMKINS 

PARTNERSHIP 

SOLICITORS 

45-51 Whitfield Street 
London W1P 5RJ 
Telephone 071-631 1050 
Facsimile 071436 2744 

— ANTS TO THE ENTERTAINMENT 1 NDUSTRY 

GELFAND 
RENNERT 
FELDMAN 
& BROWN 

• ROYALTY EXAMINATIONS • ACC lOUNTING AND TAX CLEARANCE SERVICES Representing many of the world's finest artistes, we have the experience and specialist knowledge to lead you through UK and European taxation laws. We provide financial information, box office settlements, collection of come and payment of expenses. 

I FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT ! 
Stephen Brackman 

82 BROI DK STREET, LONDON W 1 Y 1 YG 
TEL: 071 629 7169/071 409 0431 • FAX: 071 491 7454 

LONDON LOS ANGELES f sJEW YORK 
A DM! >ION OF COOPERS & LYBRAND. U.S.A. 

LIVE/BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

iSo much can go wrong on a "zures, ripoff •al disasters, brushes with foreign law officers — there is many a tale of guns on the table when the time comes to settle up with the promoter. When any of these problems arise it's the business affairs advisor who acts as troubleshooter. Accountant Martin Greene Ravden specialises in on-the-road accounting and has seen most of the hassles that can come up. Partner David Ravden particularly remembers tangling with one "heavy mob" that should be avoided — America's taxraen, the IRS. "The rules on withholding tax in the US are vehemently enforced," he recounts. (Withholding tax is money reserved from an artist's earnings abroad to meet local tax assessments). "There, it is the recipient's (artist's) responsibility to pay, rather than the promoter's. The IRS might find out that a tour is going on, from ads or elsewhere, and if they haven't been approached for an agreement on withholding tax, they will swoop," he says. "In one case, the IRS came down and impounded a load of gear just before the show — they put a couple of their heavies on the door and stickered all the amplifiers 'property of IRS': they know just which bits of gear to go for. We panicked! — then negotiated. The band agreed to do an additional gig, from which the promoter would pay IRS. So we can be facilitating negotiations between IRS, promoter and act." It's in the nature of international touring that most serious problems crop up far from home and outside business hours — Sod's law will often dictate that the band get into trouble late at night or on a public holiday. Martin Greene Ravden's Steve Daniel had to cope with one band being arrested abroad for a minor infringement on the eve of a Bank Holiday — he hired a helicopter to get the bail money delivered by Sam, narrowly preventing a four-day jail stay for the 

Calling t 
In a tight corner in a foreign country? 1 

BM 

Steven Fisher Senior partner, Steven Fisher and Co "We have been involved in work for U2 and The Cult in combatting unofficial merchandisers and we have also recently taken an instruction on behalf of Giant Merchandising. We are able to do some advance preparation: there are cert pirates of which we are aw we can try and take out injunctions against them t prevent them from selling 

some people to take on. Different things can be reclaimed in different countries: in some places you can't claim for hotels 

Another act turned up in a foreign country expecting to play a gig where they had had to cancel two years previously due to an unsafe stage. When they got there they found that the promoter had sued them and the police were waiting. Whatever the eventuality, professional help is good insurance. As Ravden's partner Lionel Martin points out: "You will never know how much you've saved, because no-one knows what might go wrong and how much it would cost to sort it out." 

possible to take out m against unnamed , but with provisions which are available under the 1988 Copyright Act, we can seize merchandise without a court order — that was not possible before the new act. "It's a good idea to warn the police in advance, but with a bit of help from the band's or venue's security it usually isn't too difficult." 
Mark Robertson Manager, entertainments division, louche Ross "I work a lot in international tax planning. When you are planning tax, VAT and customs on a worldwide basis, things can go wrong day or night — though we haven't had any disasters. If tour dates change, a band can find it is doing dates in a country that wasn't originally scheduled and we have to put everything in place at the last minute. "VAT planning and reclamation can be difficult for 

"Most problems that arise at customs can be avoided: bands can be tempted to load the T-shirts and merchandise into the trucks with the gear. If customs find out, they seize all the merchandise, at least until after the concert. Depending on just how naughty the band has been, we can usually sort something out, but of course we advise them to pay the duty and we can recommend manufacturers in EC countries or those who already have special arrangements with the EC. 'Tour accountants burn out early — they are responsible for everything from important negotiations with promoters to handing out $5 bills for burgers. It's good to have someone back in London who is removed from the situation — particularly when on-the-spot expenses are mounting up." 
Alan Lester Partner, media group, HW Fisher 

e being staged these days, large and small. Everyone concerned wants to maximise the amount of money that eventually flows to the charity and there are ways to do this by correct tax handling. "A deed of covenant established between the company and a recognised charity before the 
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lie troubleshooters 
'hat's when you need professional help. Stu Lambert finds out what can be done 

David Sloane Senior partner at Sloane & Co "At a gig in Philadelphia we had to deal with a difficult act and a difficult promoter in a difficult situation. 'The support act, Snap!, ;nt on and did their set; then Soul II Soul started their show but after only one number the power supply was struck by lightning. It stopped the show completely and the promoter didn't want to pay up. "We had to get hold of the band's lawyer and freeze the box-office takings while we negotiated. "When the insurers of the show were contacted, they denied liability, claiming that the show had been stopped by an act of God. "Eventually the two sides settled: Soul II Soul were to have been paid a guaranteed Pee plus a percentage of the box-office and the solution was that they took just the guarantee." 

event takes place can establish a donation element which avoids full VAT and corporation tax biting the surplus from ticket sales and merchandising. Professional advice is needed for that, as it is for proper use of donations from sponsors, merchandisers — and of course the artists. "Artists frequently give their services free; there is a common misconception that they then have n liability for tax, but the Inland Revenue will regard any expenses reimbursed as a fee unless the expenses can be fully justified." 
Reina Maria May Collyer-Bristow "One effect of the recession is that touring has become incredibly complex in an effort to keep costs down; ticket prices have peaked but costs are still increasing gradually. "A large part of the complication arises from the accounting side, but I believe a professional accountant is a 

number one priority on a tour. We lawyers can also help with tour costs: we negotiate for our clients with specialised insurers because know the best ones to go to for ce s. For in w offering a return of premium for s  . sold. "We can also help with other costs. It is common practice now for artist managers to calculate their commission on the net tour profit but, even in the UK, there are still some who work on the gross. A lawyer can get them in a position to take from the net if their overheads go in the costs section of the profit and loss 
"Some people are saying that the fun has gone out of touring because it is so complex and needs to be so streamlined. We are partly to blame for that, but at least there isn't too much mess to clear up after the party! We hope the punters get as much spectacle as their money will buy — that's what it's all about. Tight contracts are crucial in helping that." 

It makes TV news when big stars get turned back at the airport by immigration control, but work permit hassles can hit any kind of tour. 
Onslow-Cole, head of the immigration and nationality group at lawyers Cameron Markby Hewitt, gives the 

countries before any tickets have been sold and therefore no "work" will have been done. 

You don't have to be in 
dIRE sTRAITS 
to consult. . . 

harris & trotter 
chartered accountants 

ROYALTY AUDITS 
TOUR ACCOUNTING 

EUROPEAN & UK TAX CLEARANCES 
STATUTORY AUDITS 

PERSONAL & CORPORATE TAX PLANNING 

8-10 Bulstrode Street London W1M 6AH Telephone: 071-486 5476; 071-487 4393 Fax: 071-935 1308 

ROBERT PALMER • BBS's • THE HOLLIES • LATOYA JACKSON • STEVE MILLER •i MADNESS • BLACK • LENNON &?! McCartney • Thompson twins • CARgiad U.S.M. • THE BEATLES • THE PRIMITIvffs" THE UNDERTONES • OLIVIA NEWmN-JfrHN • ULTRAVOX • ADAM ANT • iBUSINlElSS • BROS • JOHN LENNON • ORANGE JUICE • BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN • THE REPPflTlP THIN LIZZY • EMF • IGGY POP •' rDCC • WEA RECORDS • PEARGAL SHARKE Y-y JOAN ARMATRADING • RIGHT SAID pEiiJt BEE GEES • SEAL • BILLY CONNOLLY • HOT CHOCOLATE • ALL ABOUT EVE- • BARRY MANILOW • THE POLICE • BLACKSMITH • DAVID SOUL • WHAM! • BANANARAMA • ELVIS PRESLEY ESTATE • YAZZ • GERSHWIN ESTATE • TEARS FOR FEARS • IJIMI HENDRIX • PUBLIC IMAGE LIMITED • DONOVAN • THE FARM • TOYAH • THE RUBBTTES • DEAD OR ALIVE • COLE PORTER TRUST • TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY • LEVEL 4S • MOTORHEAD • JAMES LAST • THE SEX PISTOLS • JUDAS PRIEST • CULTURE CLUB • DAVID. BOWIE • ECHO <&? 
\ / ESTATE • ENGLEBBRT If GEORGE 8e IRA GERSHimV / I GJicTRGE MICHAEL • MARILLION • KEF »ViGl,ORIA ESTEFAN • SIMPLY RED • GUNS "N' ROSES • 

qi innnrt o LJ L J L J v JI I ^ v-y i L RECORDS • AND WHY NOT •. VINCB CLARKE 

YALTY AUDITS 
MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING 
CLEARANCES 

55 Loudoun Road 
St. John's Wood 

London NWS ODL 
Tel; 071 625 4545 
Fax: 071 625 5265 

♦ Greene I 
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CLASSIFIED 

APPOINTMENTS 

pwam 
MUSIC PUBLISHING CO 1 based in s.v\ 1. London 

ASSISTANT to MANAGING DIRECTOR Shorthand, word process backgro required 
Please send CV to Box No 9035 

TO ADVERTISE IN BOOKKEEPER 
THIS SPACE Sal. Neg. Small West London Music Co. CALL SAUL ON keeper wi.hXentSrtldnmSms 

071 620 3636 relaied background. Knowl- edge of royalties preferred. 
EXT 5467 Call Pathfinders (Rec Cons) 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

# 
NOT ANOTHER 
BROKEN RECORD! 

' Swan 

CASH 
AVAILABLE 

CHEAPO CHEAPO 
RECORDS LTD 53 Rupert Street, 

0 y musi 
tLO SYSTEM 

DISPLAYS STORAGE CC 
EE PLANNING CONSULTATIONS AND STORE DESIGN 

PETASEAL 

STUDIO TO LET jy landlord. London W4, fully soundproofed. 
081-748-5651 

■S- REVOLVER V.V STUDIOS 

Tel; Mark 0902-345 345 
ROLLS ROYCE SILVER SPIRIT^ ^ 

£17,995 Tel: Bournemoulh (0202) 715603 or (0836) 369673 

SERIOUS ABOUT SETTING UP YOUR OWN LABEL? 

The Astral Music Company 
Harfeston IP20 9QL 0379 853982 

EVELYN STUDIO 

Utiusic week 
LUDGATE HOUSE 245 BLACKFRIARS ROAD LONDON SE1 9UR 

International 
Production Coordinator 

required for 
UK branch of Japanese music company. Must be fluent in both spoken and written Japanese and have experience of production within the Japanese record industry. Must be creative, with the ability to translate 
needs'of'UK^nd^aponese musicians and hove excel- lent inter-personal skills to deal with all situations. 

Contact Lynne: Tel: 071 372 6398 

PRODUCT MANAGER 

Salary and benefits commensurate with experience. 
Please reply with a full CV to: PO Box 9034 

Professional firm establishing new music publishing venture seeks 
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL MANAGER 

riin Temporary Secretarial Consultants to the 
^0^.493 a l'84^ 

West End Agency/Management 
SECRETARY/PA 

GOOD SALARY + COMMISSION — RING SALES on 071 713 7788 
SPOTLIGHT telephone subscription salesperson 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

The Trade mark set out below was assigned on: 20(h September 1991 
by: Philips and Du Pont Opitical Company 
to: Philips Electronics N.V. 

ITHOUT THE GOODWI »R WHICH THE TRADE 
TRADE MARK NO: 1264528 
MARK: PDO DEVICE 
GOODS SPECIFICATION: E 
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DOOLEY'S DIARY 
Remember where you heard it. 
Minister of Fun David Mellor turned 
down the opportunity for a debate 
with Jonathan King on LBC last 
week. "It just proves he doesn't like 
radio," says the oddly-dressed one . . . Congratulations to Virgin MD Jon 
Webster, newly celebrating the joys 
of fatherhood. . . And best wishes to Warner Chappell chief Robin 
Godfrey-Cass who ended up in 
hospital last week with concussion 
after a clumsy diner at Julie's in 
Holland Park dislodged a window pole 
which then struck the unfortunate 
Godfrey-Cass on the head . . . 
Although new EMI label chief Jean 
Francois Cecillon has lived in the 
UK for two-and-a-half years, he 
reckons he flew around 1m 
kilometres in his last job. In his first 
three days at Manchester Square he 
says he was briefed on 30 projects. "I 
work very quickly," he promises . . . 

British J^/gi 

thought for poor Chrysalis MD Roy Eldridge, left at home with dry crackers nursing the flu. Carter manager Adrian Boss, Perry, Fruitbat, Jim-Bob and Williams are pictured posing in front of a giant Edam 

Cecillon and around a dozen other UK 
representatives were travelling to the 
Fifield bash in New York this week. 
The estimated cost of the week-long 
event in presentations and expenses 
could hit £150,000 for the UK alone. 
"We're not worried," says one 
insider. "It comes from central funds" 
. .. Sony's Alan Phillips will be 
demonstrating the technical abilities 
of Mini Disc at a presentation in the 
neutral territory of Metropolis 

ie left her legendary petulance behind when she "silenc- ed any rumour of a rift" with Charly Records, by turning up to collect a platinum disc (or the album My Bahy Just Cares For Me at the Burton Ale British Jazz Awards in Birmingham. Amazing how 300,000 
guest at the awards Cleo Laine and Charly MD Tony Henefaerry. 
Studios this Thursday . . . As if he 
didn't have enough to do counting the 
cash from his Right Said Fred 
success . . . The cheerful Guy Holmes 
says his plugging activities are 
flourishing with Curiosity and 
Marillion both riding high . . . 
Wanted: one sound company and one 
lighting outfit willing to donate their 
services for a very special auction 
prize at the Silver Clef Awards. Call 
Mark Celier on 071 439 2923 . . . Our 
football feature in this issue caused 
a flurry of last minute phone calls 
from soccer freaks hoping to get in. 
Apologies to all those omitted . . . 
Tony Powell is looking forward to 
MCA's move to 139 Piccadilly, next 
door to the Hard Rock Cafe. "I 
suppose we'll be having take-aways 
every day," he drools . . . For the 
record, the new palatial home was 
originally built by Napoleon for his 
wife Josephine. . . Also moving, 
Elektra boss Bob Krasnow was in 
town on Thursday joining Annie 
Roseberry at the opening of the 
label's plush new office in Kensington 
Church Street. Going by the number 
of lawyers in evidence, it seemed 
more like a law society convention . . . 
Litigation lives on after the saddeaflh 

Are the RCD staff already seeking jobs elsewhere and hoping to attract a readership of head- hunters with their ingenious monthly offer, seen in last week's Guardian? 

of Sharon Redd last week; her 
"Tnanager Jimmy O'Reilly says his 

row with studio team Les and Emma 
Adams is not over yet. But a DNA- 
produced version of In The Name Of 
Love, completed just before Redd's 
death, may be out soon . . . Tape One 
studios would like to point out that, 
contrary to popular misconception, it 
is open, working and celebrating a 
number one hit with Deeply Dippy. . . 
A new owner is to be announced 
soon, by the way ... A team of reps 
and retailers represented the record 
industry at a six-a-side soccer 
tournament in West Bromwich in aid 
of ITV's Telethon on Sunday. Anyone 
offering sponsorship can contact John 
Willcox (Virgin), Dave O'Riley (EMI), 
Jim Brain (Sony), Mark Boyce (AIM), 
Vince Tierney (Music Junction), 
Richard Perry (BMG), Terry Lay 
Ever fancied listening 
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sycophantic had mirable calm, squealing: "Is that really Bono? I cai 
(Chrysalis), Steve Thomas or Johnny 
Hawker (both of Andy Cash). . . Obie 
was in fine form after a champagne- 
soaked, mud-spattered day in Ireland 
on Thursday, where his horse Young 
Pokey won him £7,500 with second 
place in a novice hurdle. "It paid for 
the lunch," he says, "for me, the horse 
and his trainer" . . . Chris Wright was 
not quite so lucky, although his filly 
Culture Vulture did well to finish 
fifth in the 1,000 Guineas at 
Newmarket. . . Warner's Rob 
Dickins, Pinnacle's Steve Mason, 
EMI's Rupert Perry and BMG's 
John Preston all stand for 
re-election at the BPIAGM on July 
8, this year held at the Brit School 
in Croydon  
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PATRICK EGGLE SIX STRING 

Making Music is Britain's most popular musicians' magazine. 
Its current UK circulation is 56,858 - not far short of Melody Maker's. 
Making Music readers are young, gigging musicians, who spend 
a fortune on albums, CDs and tapes. 
And you can't reach them through any other magazine. 

Did you ever know a musician with a small record collection? 


